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Vo. 772. M-voh "B"
Rallrry, $5.75.

A'o. 771, V/i-voU "C
Ballfry, 60c

Here are the right batteries for the new
Non-Regenerative
For the new Xon-Regenerative
Browning-Drake Receiver, KB-8,
described in this publication, use
three Kvcrcady '■B" Batteries No.
772, and two Evcready "C" Batteries No. 771. If, on the average,
you listen in two hours daily, these
batteries will last eight months or
longer. Naturally, if you listen more,
they will have a somewhat shorter
life, but in any event, they will give
you maximum service at least cost.
I'sually a set having 4 or more
tubes requires the Heavy Duty
Fvcreadys, but the 5-tubc BrowningDrake is so designed and biased that
the use of Heavy Duty Kvereadvs is
not necessary.
For every receiver, factory-built
or home-made, there are Fveready

Browning-Drake
Radio Batteries of the right size
which will provide the most economical, reliable and satisfactory
source of current.
ManufatturrJ and guarantred by
N AT IO N A L CA R BON CO M PA NY. I NC.
New York
San Francisco
Canadian National CarBon Co., Limited, Toronto, CnUrio
Tuesday night means Evcready Hour —
9 P. M., Eastern Standard Time, through
the fo! 'lowing stations:
WON ( kiitga
wtAr-.Vrjr JW* \rc*
wj KK-PrnvidffKt W . AS pill iharfJl woe Davenport
«»A? ( H<imnal
Mmnrapolis
"«>~ !' M.
/W
wtac Wi*fceitrr wra* Clryrlan l
Vkri PhiladfIphia rcrcj-Detroit
j.»u - S/. Louis
I'acific CfMwt. Fvrrrady F'roKra-n
KCO San Front U'o, S ta 9 P. M

eVERHADy
Radio Batteries
-they last longer
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130,000
times better

One of the great steps forward in the development of the Radiotron was the evolution
of the X-L filament.
When you tune in to clear reception, do you
know that a stream of electrons leaping from
a glowing filament is the current which,
translated into sound, you hear as a fine symphony, a jazz orchestra, a clever story ?
The more electrons thrown off at a given
tcmpfcraturc, the longer the tube lasts, and
the longer the batteries last. The X-L filament in Radiotrons UV-igq and UV-zoi-A
throws off. at operating temperature, 1 jo.ooo
times as many electrons as an ordinary tungsten filament. In one sense, therefore, the
X L filament is 130,000 times better!
And this filament means stability, too—and
silent operation. And it keeps its efficiency
practically to the end of its life.
Watch for the RCA mark on every tube
you buy, and know that you have the latest,
most perfected tube, as well as the most accurately made.
Radiotron
UV-I99
i! th( siiindard Uihe
Jor dry battery sets.
UX-tt/) is exactly
li^c it. bm has a new
base.

Radiotron
UV-201-A
is the standard tube
for storage battery
sets UX-lot sl is
exactly lilje it. hut has
a new hue.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

KCA^Kadiotron
M A D F BY THE MAKERS OF RADIO LAS
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Addressed to
Forward-thinking
but
Skeptical Set Manufacturers
Gentlemen:
It is true that to sell your sets this coming season you
must build in a real B-Eliminator. Where is there one?
You ask.
We can furnish you with the most important parts —
Transformers and Chokes. Unmounted — and show you
how to build your own B-Eliminators.
Dongan has built transformers for 15 years. Our products are endorsed by the manufacturer of Raytheon Tubes
and the laboratories of the prominent radio publications.
Our reputation is high — and precious.
Sincerely
TRANSFORMERS
ONGAN
L- .-aj
No. S09 Full Wove $7.00
■lot
AI«) Transformers and Chokes
tor R. C. A. and Cunningham
Tubes
CHOKES

MBa

Fans
—Build Your Own
With Dongan
B-Power Units
Very simple to construct from our diagram;
and inexpensive too. When you get through
you'll find new pleasure in a radio free of hum,
free of batteries that seem always to need
replacing, etc. You will have for the first
time — consistent performance.

No. 514 20 Henry $5.00 list
Raytheon Tubes $6.00
list

If your dealer cannot supfily
you send money order direct.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2995-3001 Franklin Street, Chicago, III.
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To Readers and Advertisers

KJEXT month, Radio Engineering takes another step in
the steady progress of the past six years, by which it
definitely establishes itself as " The Technical Magazine of
the Radio Trade.
In April, Radio Engineering will be of the large size—the
standard size of all trade and industrial publications—with
a type page seven by ten inches, and an overall size nine
by twelve inches.
To say that the development of Radio Engineering, as
the result of a conservative editorial and business policy, has
been continuous and substantial is to describe accurately
the history of the publication.
It has not been promoted or high-pressured into the
position it now holds in the industry. From the first issue
of eight pages to the big size in which it will appear next
month it has grown thru sheer merit.
Its subscribers, comprising engineers in manufacturing
concerns and technical men in dealer and jobber organizations, read it because it contains articles which they use to
make their jobs make money. Its advertisers, comprising
the most substantial concerns in the industry, use it to reach
those men, and the enormous field upon w hich their influence
is exerted.
At the same time, Radio Engineering, thru its class ot
readers, exerts an editorial influence upon every set builder
and B C L. in the United States and Canada.
This latest step in the growth of Radio Engineering is
further proof that sound editorial and business judgment
are recognized by advertisers who are now deciding upon
the radio publications whose continuation is essential to
them.
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Setting the Pace in
Receiver Design
with the
All-American Model R
1. Rivet* that hold sub-panel instruments securely in place.
2. All-American S-L-F Condensers. The
grounded brass shield prevents body
capacity effects and confines the electrostatic field very closely.
3. Steel Panel. This panel is grounded and
is securely welded to steel chassis.
4. Rauland-Lyric (Laboratory Grade) Transformers are used in the audio stages to
insure most perfect reproduction of tone.
5. Steel Chassis. This method of construction is far in advance of ordinary receiver
design of the present day.
6. Welded Connections add to strength and
permanence provided by steel chassis.
7. All-American Toroid Coils, due to their
closely confined fields insure maximum
selectivity and distance.

THE AU-Amcrican "Model
R" is housed in an attractive
walnut finished cabinet with
inlaid panel designs.
Ample space is provided in the
compartments at each end for all
batteries and battery wires.
(Note illustration below).
"Constant B." the new AllAmerican light socket supply
Unit gives perfect B-Current
supply and is highly recommended for use with the Model
R and other radio receivers.

Si

Price $90 Rockies
All-American Radio Corporation
Pioneers in the Radio Industry
4217 Belmont Ave.
Chicago, III.
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A complete set of free dianrams
and Instructions is available showing
how to build a set on panel and subpanel using same circuit and parts
as the "Model-R." Write for Bulletin B-80.

In impedance coupled amplifiers use only a Dubilicr By-Pass as a grid
blocking condenser.

DUfi
%

/^//^

tones

All radio today seems bent upon the achievement
of a single goal—the true reproduction of living
tones. And in every new development the impor*
tance of the part played by fixed condensers is
further emphasized.
But whether it be impedance coupled, resistance
or transformer coupled, your audio amplifier can
be improved by the use of fixed condensers at
critical points in the circuit.
Send 10c for booklet, "Fourteen ways to
improve your set by the use of Dubilier
condensers."
Address: 4377 Bronx Boulevard, Netv York, N. V.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
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Fig. I. The simpler the design, the more accurate the wavemeter
Accurate and
Portable

Convenient

Type of

Wavemeter

Old-style, multi-purpose wavemeters no longer ineel present-day
requirements of testing—By S. If'. Nichols
BECAUSE a wavemeter is primarily
a scientific instrument, many experimenters and technical men have not
taken the time to study into the requirements of a meter sufficiently accurate
to measure wavelength and frequency
as closely as the present-day frequencyseparation requires.
The first wavemeters were made as
jacks-of-all-trades—that is, they were intended to transmit or receive oscillations,
and in addition to measure decrement,
capacity, and inductance.
A wavemeter which has connected to
it a buzzer for transmitting is now entirely unsuitable because it is much too
broad. For accuracy, it must have
nothing in it except a variable condenser
and coil and a thermo-ammeter for current measurements.
The inductance must be connected to
the meter in such a manner that there is
no variable capacity or inductance introduced. The meter is necessary, and is in
no way objectionable since the R.F. re-

sistance is constant. Either a hot wire
or thermo-ammeter can lie used, altho
the thermo type is much to be preferred
because of its constancy of calibration
and accuracy, features which cannot be
achieved in the ordinary small hot-wire
ammeter.
The wavemeter shown in the accompanying illustrations has the instruments
just specified, plus binding posts which
allow the introduction of an additional
non-inductive resistance box of constant
R.F. resistance. For accurate measurements of frequency or wavelength, the
resistance box would not be used. and.
when it is cut out, the constants are not
altered because a short-circuiting switch
is built into the meter, and connected
across the binding posts.
Fig. 2 shows the rear of the instrument
panel, together with the case, coil, and
connectors. The case was obtained from
the General Radio Company, who manufacture the inductance coil and connectors. A Yaxley switch short circuits the
103
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Fig. 2. Details of the wavemeter. Note that the bottom of the
cabinet has been cut out to accommodate the Samson condenser.
3/ using different plug-in coils, any range can be covered
binding posts provided for the resistance
box. The meter is a West on thermogalvanometer or current-squared meter,
and the 0.00035 S.L.F. condenser is
from the Samson Electric Company.
This condenser was chosen because of its
permanence.
The bearings are unusually substantial, and the very small
plates make it unlikely that jarring would
shake them out of alignment.
In Fig. 1 you can see the assembled
meter. A National variable-ratio dial is
used to control the condenser. This is
very convenient, because it gives the high
ratio for extremely fine adjustment and
the low ratio for quick setting.
The inductance coil can be mounted
on the side, as it is in the illustration,
by plugging one connector into the side
of the other, or it can be mounted vertically by plugging it into the top of the
connector which goes into little jacks on
the panel. The connectors are not
furnished with holes at the sides, but
they can be drilled readily, altho care
must be taken so that the Bakelite mounting will not be cracked.
When the meter has been calibrated,
the wavelength or frequency of a transmitter can be measured readily by adjusting the condenser until a maximum
deflection is obtained on the galvano-

meter. It is important, however, to
move the meter far enough away from
the transmitter or oscillator so that the
deflection on the meter at resonance is
not more than 20 on the scale.
To calibrate receiving circuits a separate oscillator is required. That does not
need calibration, however. The practice
recommended by the Bureau of Standards and all precision laboratories is to
adjust the oscillator to resonance with
the circuit under test. Resonance is
indicated by the deflection of a thermoammeter in the output of the oscillator.
Then the wavemeter is adjusted to
resonance with the oscillator, and the
reading of the wavemeter shows then
the constants of the test circuit.
In the next issue of Radio Engineering there will be a description of an
audio-modulated R.F. oscillator designed after one built by Mr. Edwin B.
Dallin. of the Acme Apparatus Company,
and some interesting experiments will be
described in which the oscillator and the
wavemeter are used.
Unlike other types of oscillators, the
one to be described next month does not
require a B battery. It operates entirely
from six volts. The same methods can
be applied to short range transmitters,
also.

Engineering Notes on
Loud

Speaker

Units

Discussing points which are not often considered hy engineers
in selecting units for loud speakers—By A. IP'. Harris*
THE engineering side of a broadcasting station consists of a collection
of precision instruments of a highly
scientific nature, the functions of which
are to convert sound into electrical
energy. It is in this form that it is sent
into space. A very minute portion of
this electrical energy is picked up by the
receiving set through its aerial and amplified until it is of sufficient strength to
operate the loud speaker which in turn
converts it lack into sound waves.
In order to transmit the entire musical
scale which consists of sound waves
varying from about 50 to 5000 vibrations
per second, it is necessary that each and
every note should be reproduced with
equal volume and accuracy. Assuming
that the broadcasting station has converted the original sound into electrical
energy without undue distortion it follows that the quality of reproduction will
depend upon the ability of the receiving
set to collect and amplify all of these
electrical vibrations without distortion
and on the success with which the loud
speaker is able to convert them into sound
waves.
Many loud speakers are only capable
of converting certain frequencies back
into sound so that these inefficient instruments will never produce perfect
tone. In fact, however perfect your receiving set may be, the resultant sound
will always be tinney and unmusical, if
a poor speaker is used.
There are several standard makes of
loud speakers on the market made by
firms of undoubted reputation and which
can be relied upon to give good reproduction. They may be divided roughly into
three classes, the simplest of which is the
bi-polar magnet type which magnetically
vibrates the diaphragm without the use
of any intervening moving parts. Next
there is the moving armature type in
which a separate armature is magnetically
vibrated, these vibrations being mechanic• Chief Engineer, Amplion Corp. of America.

ally conveyed to a diaphragm by means
of a connecting rod or wire. The third
type is the cone speaker and varies only
from the previous type in that the vibrations of the armature are conveyed by
the connecting rod to a large cone instead of to a metal or mica diaphragm
and horn.
We will now deal with some of the
defects which may occur in the various
types.
Unquestionably the bi-polar magnet
type speaker is the most foolproof and
least likely to get out of order. In tone
and volume it is not surpassed by any
other type when used in conjunction with
the ordinary commercial set.f
The
adjustment nut on the lack of the case
permits the relation of the pole faces
and great volume. When looking for
faults, it must be remembered that the
loud speaker is a very sensitive instrument which indicates immediately if
there is anything wrong with the receiving set. Nine times out of ten the fault
is in the set and the result of this fault
is only demonstrated by the loud speaker.
One of the chief causes of poor reception and one which is generally blamed
on the loud speaker is roughness or
vibration on certain notes, especially
when considerable volume is desired.
To cure this fault it is necessary to start
with the receiving set. Examine carefully all terminals to see that none of
them are loose, test the B batteries to
see that their voltage is correct, experiment with the grid bias on loud reception. The set may require more or less.
Finally, if this has not improved reception, test the tubes. It must be remembered that the ordinary 201-A type tubes,
when used for the last stage of amplification, are only intended to give sufficient
volume for an ordinary living room. To
attempt to force the volume much above
this means overloading the last tube and
t Under certain laboratory conditions the cone will
respond to a wider band.
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creating distortion and roughness. If
you need sufficient volume for a large
dance room, substitute one of the power
tubes for the last 201-A. The new
UX-112 tube is very good, and is capable of handling quite a considerable
volume without distortion.
If you are then satisfied that the set
is in order, and there is still a rattling
noise in the siieakcr, it generally denotes
that the diaphragm is too close to the
pole pieces. To obviate this the adjustment nut should be turned just sufficient
to draw them clear of the diaphragm.
Do not turn this nut farther than necessary, or the volume and sensitivity of
the speaker will be reduced. A second
cause for this rattling noise may be that
some foreign substance has been allowed
to settle in the speaker and lodged between the diaphragm and cap. In this
case it is wiser to return the unit to
the factory.
A third and frequent cause of a rattling diaphragm is a weakened permanent
magnet in the unit. A weakened magnet
is generally caused by coupling the unit
to the receiving set without due regard
to its polarity. If you examine the binding jkisIs on the unit you will find one
of them marked -|- and the other —.
It is essential that the positive lead from
the set should be coupled to the positive
binding post and the negative lead to the
negative binding post, as otherwise the
comparatively strong D.C. current from
the B battery, as it passes through the
magnet, will tend to de-magnetize the
permanent magnet instead of assisting
to build it up. In this instance also, the
only remedy is to return the unit to the
factory and have it re-magnetized. These
remarks regarding polarity do not apply
to the moving armature type.
If you have reason to believe that the
unit is dead because no sound can be
heard from it, you can easily prove it
by touching the leads from the 6 volt
battery against the terminal posts of the
unit when, if no click is heard, the unit
must be returned to the factory for repair.
It sometimes happens that, when tuning in a station, a loud speaker will
howl. This howling grows in volume

Number 3

until all reception is drowned. This is
not a defect in the loud speaker but is
caused by the nearness ot me speaker
to the set, permitting it to vibrate mechanically the elements in the tubes.
This can generally be cured by moving
the speaker farther from the set, or else
mounting it on a sponge rubber pad. If
this does not have the desired effect, it
will generally be found that one of the
tubes is very micrqphonic and must Ire
replaced-!
Most of the above defects are likely
to apear in both the moving armature
and cone type of speaker. With both
these types however, when there is a
rattling sound it can only Ire cured by
cutting down the volume from the set,
or using a power tube in the last audio
stage as no adjustment is provided on
these types of speakers. When pronounced rattle still continues on low
volume with these speakers, all that can
Ire done is to return them to the factory,
as it generally denotes that some of the
moving parts peculiar to this type are
showing signs of wear.
In the case of the cone tyix- it is as
well to release the little screw on the
apex of the cone, allowing the rod to
take its natural position and then tighten
the screw again. This set screw should
always Ire released on a cone speaker
during transit.
The cone speaker has another peculiarity in that it produces a decided
scratching noise on many sets. This
scratching noise is caused by a harmonic
from the amplifying tubes which is
passed to the speaker at a frequency
within the range of the cone* diaphragm
but too high for the metal diaphragm to
respond to. This defect can be very
much lessened if this high frequency
note is by-passed through a condenser
of about .005 mfd., placed across the
terminals of the speaker. The value of
this condenser will have to be found out
by experiment, as it varies on different
receiving sets. A power tube in the last
audio stage is a decided advantage with
these speakers.
These notes on loud speakers would
not be complete unless we mention a
t The Brcmcr-Tully socket fitted with "muffs" is
frequently used to stop this trouble.
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very important point which is frequently
overlooked when choosing the right type
of speaker for a receiving set. We refer
to the pitch of the speaker. For the
lienefit of the layman who does not wish
to go into technical detail we would
state that no speaker made is capable of
transmitting the full musical scale, that
is to say. the lowest bass notes and the
highest treble notes, with equal volume.
If the speaker converts the low bass
frequencies into sound waves of full
volume, it will not be able to convert
the highest notes with equal volume.
Consequently, when a speaker is said to
be low pitch, it seems that it favors the
low frequency or bass notes, slightly to
the detriment of the high notes, and
when it is said to be high pitch the opposite is the case.
Exactly the same peculiarities apply
to the receiving set. It therefore follows that no speaker of any particular
pitch is suitable for all receiving sets.
It may be that your receiving set favors
the low frequencies and consequently it
reproduces the high frequencies with less
volume. If this is the case you can
readily see that when coupled up to a
low pitch s|)eaker which also favors the
low pitch notes, the reception will be
very strong on these low frequencies,
but weak on the treble notes. The result
will be a deep muffled reception lacking
clarity. Such a set requires a high pitch
speaker to give the best balanced reception. The difficulty is that in most cases
the speaker manufacturer has not taken
into consideration this very important
factor and its relation to "better radio
reception." There are. however, some
high class firms making the bi-polar

magnet type of speaker, who have an
efficient Service Department willing and
able to alter the pilch of their units
to suit the sets.
There is one other refinement which
tends very greatly to improve radio reception but which is very seldom embodied in receiving sets. This is what
is commonly known as a sifter circuit.
The common practice is to couple the loud
speaker in the last plate circuit. This
means that the current which flows
through the speaker coils has two components, the D.C. current and the A.C.
current which operates the speaker. This
D.C. component is of no value to the
speaker and is, in fact, a decided disadvantage. Should the speaker have been
coupled to the set with the reversed
polarity, this D.C. current tends to
weaken the magnet. If this D.C. current
is flowing in the right direction through
the coils it adds an extra and unnecessary
stress to the diaphragm, requiring a
wider adjustment of pole faces in relation to the diaphragm and thus reducing
sensitivity. The sifter circuit consists
'of a suitable impedance placed across the
output terminals and a condenser of
suitable capacity in series with one of
the leads to the speaker. The impedance
provides a path for the D.C. current
from the B lottery to the plate, while the
condenser still passes the alternating current which operates the speaker. As no
D.C. current now gets to the coils of the
speaker, the question of polarity when
coupling up does not arise. This sifter
circuit is now being put on the market
in a very convenient form by one of
the leading speaker manufacturers.

A. F. Amplifier Expert Needed
ONE of the largest manufacturers of
radio equipment in the United
States is dividing its radio research
branch into separate divisions and requires the services of a practical, thoroughly experienced audio engineer, one
who has both vision and ability, and
is well versed in the practical side of
the audio division of radio and in audio
frequency reproduction. He must be

capable, wide awake, and have sufficient
vision to keep this department ahead of
the art. not following it.
Applications for this position should be
addressed to A. F. Engineer, Radio Engeering Magazine, A-52 Vanderbilt
Avenue, New York City. Complete data
concerning experience, age, and expected
salary should be given. These letters
will be forwarded directly to the radio
company.
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The eecondary and tickler tor each wavelength range are In a plug-In unit, making them
Interchangeable In the mounting
Interchangeable Units for the
Short

Wave

Receiving

Set

Just the thing for those who are experimenting with shortwave
reception. These coils work from 15 to 33, 30 to 63, ami
60 to 130 meters.—I*. C. Cordell*
SINCE regular schedules have been
The secondary, wound with bare
established for short wave broadcast spaced wire, is tuned by the 0.00014
transmission, there has been a surprising mfd. condenser.
The fixed tickler,
amount of interest in equipment for mounted inside the secondary, is regureception on high frequencies. In addi- lated by a 0.00023 mfd. condenser. This
tion, many B. C. L's who have tired of is the standard Reinartz circuit.
working for DX which may range up to
Any one of the secondary-tickler units
two or three thousand miles have taken can be plugged in, depending upon the
up the telegraph code, and are bringing wavelength range to be covered.
in stations five and six thousand miles
For the benefit of those who are not
away with short wave sets.
familiar with this hookup, the tickler is
It is not possible to make one tuner connected on one side to the plate of
that will cover the whole short wave the detector tube, the other side goes to
band. Consequently, to meet this new the 0.00025 mfd. condenser, and the other
demand, a special set of three tuning terminal of the condenser goes to the A
units has been developed, covering 15 to —binding post. Then a radio frequency
33 meters, 30 to 63 meters, and 60 to choke coil is connected directly from the
130 meters, when used with a 0.00014 plate to the B-(- binding post. This
allows the radio frequency current to
mfd. variable condenser.
The inductances are made up of an flow from the plate through the tickler
antenna coil mounted on a hinged bear- and variable condenser, but no direct
ing, coupled to a secondary and tickler current can pass. The direct current
unit which plugs into individual jacks. goes through the choke to the B-f terminal, but the choke will not pass the
• Aero Products, Inc.
radio frequency currents.
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Ideas for Dealers Who Sell Parts

t
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Fig. 1. M. B. Sleeper, checking the voltage on the ttibea with a Jewell tablemeter. before Installing the set In the cabinet—Photographed In a corner of
the library In the New York Laboratory
Non-Regenerative
KB-8

Browning-Drake

Receiving

Set

A set which will give you all that you can ask of a receiver—
ami results which can he ohtained without recourse to
■controlled regeneration
there are two adjustments for tuning and
that is all, once the rheostats and neutralizing condenser have been regulated.
The set can be tuned quickly, for it requires only two hands, and there are no
auxiliary controls to play with and which
will cause the set to howl by throwing it
into oscillation. Therefore, the set is
not open to criticism for its bad manners,
either by the operator or his next-door
neighbor, who resents so strongly the
presence of sets which are tuned by putting the set into oscillation in order to
pick up squeals. The system of audio
frequency amplification is equal to any

TIT-HEN a B.C.L. asks a dealer or set
builder to construct a receiving
W build
set for him, he generally has uppermost
in his mind one specification—the set
must be satisfactory in operation and
results. An experimenter, on the other
hand, buying parts to make an outfit,
generally wants something unusual in
the way of operation or design.
The non-regenerative Browning-Drake
receiver, type KB-8, was designed to
meet the requirements of both the
B.C.L. and the experimenter.
For the former, the KB-8 has been
made irreproachable in operation; that is.
109
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other, and made doubly satisfactory because distortion cannot be introduced by
putting the circuit into the unstable condition which is encountered just under
the jxiint of oscillation. The current
consumption is extremely low. so that
good B liatteries will give such long life
that no one can complain of expense or
dissatisfaction from that source. The
construction is rugged and permanent,
precluding the development of loose parts
and broken connections. The range is
sufficient to bring in, at full volume, any
broadcasting that can be received without distortion on a super-sensitive receiver.
1*9
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ducing the Donle detector tube. This
lube operates on a principle recently
discovered by Mr. Donle, and in a recent
series of tests demonstrated a degree of
sensitiveness which has not been approached previously by any other tube.
The electrical characteristics are somewhat similar to the D-21 Sodion. It
does not require a potentiometer, it can
l>e operated without a gridleak or grid
condenser, and the plate impedance is
very high. With 22 volts, the plate current is only 0.1 milliampere. The filament takes 0.25 ampere at 5 volts.
The sensitiveness of the detector is not
only important in DX reception, but it

r-k.

ii

Ma*
i-i

lO.Tf—.

ere

NOTi: F*»ew*e*lww*e ■ Kiu»o*rl
Only two tuning controls are employed. The rheostats do not require readjustment,
they be used to put the circuit Into oscillation. Sometimes tuning Is sharper If the
grid return to the first tube is put on the other side of the Amperite.
-

The experimenters will quickly recognize a number of innovations. The nonregenerative circuit, developed by Radio
Engineering, is a conclusive demonstration of the fact that sensitiveness, sharpness, and quality are not confined to sets
using regeneration control in one form
or another. The National S.L.F. condensers, running over a compass of 270
degrees, are brand new. as are the National impeda formers which contain the
chokes and stopping condensers, and
mountings for the gridleaks. The ElecIrad rheostats, switch, and phone jack
are just being put on the market, the
Walbert neutralizing condenser is an innovation. and such mechanical features
as the arrangement of the amplifying
units and the pin-jack panel for voltage
readings are shown for the first time.
Of special importance is the introduction of the new Donle detector tube.
Harold P. Donle, formerly chief engineer of the Connecticut Telephone and
Electric Company and inventor of the
Sodion detector, tlie most sensitive type
which has ever been made, is now pro-

has a marked effect upon the quality.
When a fairly high minimum voltage
must be applied to the grid in order
to make it function, it is obvious that a
part of the received speech must be lost.
Increasing the sensitiveness of the detector reduces the amount of modulation
which does not go into the A.F. amplifier.
Description ^ lhe description of the
of the
KB-8 receiver, the various
KB-8 Set
units and features have been
sub-divided so as to make them as under
standable as possible. This is a most
satisfactory way since the unusual features of this set can be best explained
by discussing them individually. This
set is entirely unlike any other that has
been shown and the features are well
worth careful consideration.
As to the actual construction details,
blue prints are available which give the
panel patterns and picture wiring diagram in full size, step-by-step assembly
instructions with explanatory notes,
terminal checking list by which the possibility of wrong or omitted connections
is obviated, and a complete list of the
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Fig. 3. Top. rear, and bottom viewa of the KB-8. Notice the beauty of the mechanical design,
worked out In a way to make the leads of minimum lengths, with all terminals readily accessible
parts used in the original set. as well as
the electrical constants.
This was done in order to devote the
space in Radio Engineering to a complete discussion of the set, with the construction data available in blue print
form to those who want to build it.
l ,e
The R. F.
'
of t'16 R-FAmplifier
amplifier there is the left
Unit
hand tuning unit, looking at
the set from the front, R.F. tube pan.el,
and neutralizing condenser.
The coil is identical in dimensions to
that which has been furnished in the
standard Browning-Drake units built by
the National Company, but the 0.0005

mfd. variable condenser is of S.L.F.
design, turning through 270 degrees.
A Velvet vernier is employed, with a
dial having 150 graduations. This gives
an effective reduction ratio of 7 to 1.
Two panel support pillars. 3-MHns.
long by ^j-in. in diameter carrying a vertical panel 2^ by 3^ ins., 3/'i6-in.
thick, to which another panel, of the
same size, is secured with 1-in. angle
brackets. An Amsco socket is mounted
under the horizontal panel. Instead of
fastening the socket with two screws as
was originally intended, the socket is held
to the panel by ffi-in. 6-32 R.H. screws
running through the panel, socket base,
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and into Lastites. The clips were taken
from a single gridleak mounting, and
fastened to the socket through the regular mounting holes. The clips are held
by ^-in. 6-32 R. H. screws threaded
into Lastites. This provides a convenient mounting for the 6V-199 Amperite.
If a UX199 tube is used for the R.F.
amplifier, the Amperite, which is in
series with the 30-ohm rheostat, makes it
impossible to burn out the tube by turning the rheostat too far. The UX tube
can be fitted into the socket with a
Pacent Isolantite adapter. On the other

Number 3

condenser substituted for the S.L.C. or
S.L.W. types previously used. The
mechanical details can be seen in Fig. 5.
It has been observed by some engineers
that jt is difficult to build a non-regenerative R.F. transformer which, without
regeneration, gives a high degree of
amplification over the entire broadcast
range. Tests on the Browning-Drake
transformer show that the loss at high
wavelengths is practically negligible.
This is due to the design of the coils
and the method of winding and placing
the primary.

r n MMH
P.-l
ac

Fig. 4. Detector and amplifier unit removed from the set. The lead* tor
the realetance stage are mounted on the two right hand sockets
hand, some people prefer the UV-201-A
for an R.F. tube. In that case, the
Amperite terminals must be short cir-'
cuited. Then the rheostat gives the usual
filament control.
A Walbert neutralizing condenser is
mounted between the pillars which hold
the R.F. tube panel. This is a very convenient type of neutralizing condenser
for it can be adjusted from the front of
the panel. However, since the adjusting
screw is covered by a cap nut, there is no
tendency to play with it. as is the case
with types having a regulating knob.
The connection of the neutralizing condenser is shown in Fig. 2.
Detector
change has been made in
Tuning
the inductance for the deCircnit
lector circuit. The standard
regenaformer coil is employed, but the
tickler is omitted, and a 0.00025 S.L.F.

In other words, regeneration increases
the signal strength over the whole wavelength range. However, the design of
this set is such that, even with a 201-A
tube for a detector, a very high degree
of sensitiveness is obtained. Using the
Donlc detector tube, the set showed a
response equal to that of the BrowningDrake receiver equipped with a tickler.
Instead of using transformer or impedance coupling after tlie detector, the
coupling for the first stage is resistance.
Results shown by hundreds of reports
from RX-1 owners confirmed our judgment in deciding upon resistance for
the first stage. Moreover, because of the
high impedance of the Donle tube,
greater amplification is obtained in the
first stage with resistance than with
either transformer or impedance coupling.
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Fig. 3 shows the Donle tube in the set,
while Fig. 4 illustrates the method of
mounting the plate resistor and gridleak for the first stage. The 0,1 mfd.
stopping condenser is fastened between
the resistances on to the vertical panel.
The clips were taken from two single
resistor mountings, and fastened to the
regular mounting holes of the sockets
just as the clips for the Amperite were
put in place. Additional details will be
found in Fig. 6. The 0.001 mfd. by-pass
condenser can be seen in Figs. 3 and 6.
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tites have been used for practically all
of the connections. When a screw is too
long to take a I-astite, put the screw in
place and fasten it with an ordinary
6-32 nut instead of the Lastite. Then
cut the screw off and remove the nut.
That will leave the screw just long
enough to go into the Lastite. A Lj-in.
Spintite wrench makes this work a great
deal easier. In two or three cases it is
necessary to cut the head from a screw
in order that one end can go in;o a lastite or coil mounting pillar, with a Lastite

r

B
r,National
',
X.S. eL."OF.n-rcondensers.
«0«"eritlwe The
Browning-Drake
colls mounted
the new
R. F. tube, controlled
by an on
Amperite,
Is
located between them

Description ' 'le two stages of impedance
of the A. F. amplification are connected
Amplifier
in the conventional manner,
altho the combination of impedance or
transformer amplification following a
first stage of resistance coupling, first
shown in the RX-1 receiver, was
originated by Radio Engineering.
The impeda formers are fastened to
the vertical panel. The outer mounting
screws at the top, looking at the set from
the front, also hold the angle brackets
which fasten the horizontal panel to the
vertical panel. This detail is explained
in the blue prints. The photograph in
Fig. 4 was taken of the amplifier unit
removed from the front panel after it
had been connected in the circuit. You
can see that this unit can be entirely
assembled and almost completely wired
before it is put on the front panel. These
pictures show the manner in which Las-

on the other end. All these details are
explained on the blue prints.
Fig. 7 illustrates the mounting of the
rheostats, jack, and filament switch.
These three items have just been developed by the Electrad Company and are
of a type which will appeal strongly to
those who look for mechanical excellence
as well as convenience.
When the set is mounted in a cabinet,
it may be well to arrange a small wooden
block at the back of the cabinet so as to
support the two corners of the large
lube panel. The construction is very
sturdy, however, for three angle brackets
hold the horizontal panel in place. The
vertical panel, in turn, is fastened to the
front panel by four heavy panel support
pillars.
Panels and The front panel measures 7
Panel
by 24 ins. The original
Material
model was made with Celo-
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ron, 3/i6-in. thick, altho the Crowe
Name Plate Company is furnishing a
metal panel, beautifully engraved and
finished, which can lie used in this set
without any loss of efficiency.
In the rear there are two panels 2]/*
by Syi ins. and two 9^4 by
ins. all
of 3/16-in. Celoron.
The full size blue prints show the
locations of the centers for the holes.
Unless otherwise specified, the holes are
made with a No. 18 drill. A double
circle indicates countersinking.
The
necessary engraving is also indicated on
the panel patterns. If you do not know
where to have your panel engraved, the
Service Department of Radio Engineering will he glad to tell you the

1

ij
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We do not recommend the UV-199 with
an adapter because adapters for UV199's too often develop contact troubles.
The UV-201-A as a detector is entirely
satisfactory in this set for all ordinary
purposes but, as has been stated previously, the Donle tube gives a very definite increase in distance, volume, arid
quality, certainly more than enough improvement to justify the increased cost.
The first and second amplifying tubes
should be Daven MU-20's, with a Daven
MU-6 for the last stage. These tubes
were chosen because they operate directly from 6 volts and do not require a
rheostat. For this reason, it is well to
watch the storage battery so that it will
not drop appreciably below 6 volts.

%

Fio. 6. Rear of the detector-amplifier unit. Note the »lmpllfied syatem of
wiring made possible by the use of Lastites
location of the nearest concern that
handles this work.
No engraving for the binding posts is
called for, for Eby posts have been used
throughout. If you can't get a binding
post engraved B— C-)-, use a plain
binding post and scratch the markings
on it yourself, filling them in with white
crayon.
Just to bring the binding i>ost arrangement right up to the minute, we used a
red Eby binding post for the 135 volts.
As a matter of fact, it is well to be a
little careful in handling that lead for,
altho 135 volts is not dangerous, it is
possible to get a slight kick from it.
Ei,her a
Selection
UX-199 tube with
of the
a Pacent Isolantite adapter
Tubes
or a UV-201-A tube can be
used in the R.F. stage.
We are inclined to prefer the UV201-A as being more sensitive, altho it
may be easier to neutralize the UX-199.

Other types of amplifier tubes can Ik"
used provided they are the equivalent of
the Daven tubes in their electrical characteristics.
\ a,, i n
Binding posts on this set call
Bpitery
for 22j/2. 67/., 90. and 135
Supply
volts. For B battery operalion. the National Carbon Company
recommends three No. 772 B batteries
and two No. 771 C batteries.
The current drain on the set with 9
volts C battery for the last tube, with a
UV-201-A for the R.F. amplifier, Donle
detector tube, two MU-20's and one
MU-6 is divided as follows. R. F. tube.
1.75 milliamperes, Donle detector tube.
0.1 M.A., first two A.F. tubes, 2.75 M.A.,
and the last power tube 5.25 M. A.
It is interesting to note that strong
signals decrease the current in the last
tube, instead of increasing it. Therefore, the total drain fluxuates between
7 and 10 M.A.
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The Acme B eliminator is quite satisfactory for this outfit. The low voltage
binding post on the eliminator should go
to the B-|-22 volts binding post on the
set and the high voltage tap should be
connected to the B-f67j^, 6+90, and
6+135 posts. That puts the full voltage
on the R.F. and A.F. tubes.
big. 7 illustrates the power supply used
in the permanent set-up for the KB-8
in the library of the New York laboratory. We have had excellent results
with the 6-voll Gould Unipower A and it
is most convenient to use for it requires
practically no attention. Complete de-
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apartment houses where an outdoor antenna is not practical.
Any standard 7 by 2+in. cabinet can
be used for the KB^8. allowance having
been made around the edges of the panel
so that the parts behind will not interfere. A depth of 7 1/6-ins. is required.
On general principles, we do not
recommend a cabinet which lias a loud
speaker chamber built as a part of the
cabinet. Often times mechanical vibration from the loud speaker causes tlie
tubes to howl. However, a cabinet such
as the Jcwetl Radio Highboy, which lias
a separate papier machc sound chamber

f
I
O

O

ri

O

Flfl. 7. Left, the tip Jack panel, tor voltmeter connectione. Centre, the Gould Unipower A and
Acme B eliminator for A. C. operation. Right, details of the Electrad rheostats, Jack, and switch
tails on the Gould Unipower were given
in Radio Engineering for December.
1925.
Note#
Thirty or forty miles from
on the
New York City, the KB-8
Installation gives as sharp tuning as anyone can ask of a set. even when it is
operated on a 100-ft. single wire antenna. This is a convenient size, not too
big. but large enough for good pick-up.
With a 75 or 100-ft. antenna the range
is equal to any of the very best receivers.
In congested areas where there are a
number of broadcasting stations operating simultaneously, it is necessary to reduce the antenna to 25 or 30 ft. The
ground lead should not be more titan 10
or 15 ft. If it is necessary to use a
longer ground lead, reduce the length of
the antenna accordingly. Then the tuning will be sharp enough to cut out local
interference. The ability to use the
KB-8 on such a short antenna makes it
particularly well suited for installation in

mounted at the back of the cabinet, with
the bell coming up to a screened opening,
does not develop that trouble.
It is advisable to have the B battery
eliminator mounted a slight distance
from the set itself, and not directly behind it in the same compartment, altho
we have not had any difficulty with the
Acme eliminator in this respect.
Neutralizing When the set has been comand
plctely assembled, put in the
Tuning
tubes and adjust the rheostats so that the correct voltage is applied to the terminals of tlie R.F. and
detector lubes. The voltage must Ikmeasured directly at the socket contacts
and not at the binding posts. A L'X-199
should lave 3 volts at tlie socket, or 5
volts for a UV-201-A or Donle detector
tube. As a matter of fact, the Donle
detector tubes which we have tested
generally operate well below their rated
filament voltage, from 3J/j to 414 volts.
This is an excellent feature about the
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tubes because it not only gives them unusually long life but also reduces the
current drain on the A battery.
Test the voltage on the three A.F.
tubes. This should be not less than 5>2
or more than 6.1.
To neutralize the set, remove the cap
nut from the Walberf neutralizing condenser on the front panel, tune in a station, and turn the left hand condenser
dial back and forth, while you adjust the
neutralizing condenser screw with a
short stick sharpened at one end, until
no whistle is heard while the condenser
is varied. It is well to adjust the set
on a fairly low wavelength. If you
have a UX-199 tube for the R.F. amplifier, cut the R.F. tube rheostat out before you start neutralizing. Then you
can reduce the volume by increasing the
resistance in the rheostat. Once the set
is adjusted, tighten up the cap-nut on
the neutralizing condenser and leave it
alone forever after. It may require readjusting if you change the antenna or
the R.F. tube. Otherwise it should not
be touched. The dial readings on the
KB-8 run quite close together. On any
set with conductive coupling to the antenna it is not possible to make them
run perfectly true but the difference
should not be appreciable.
our
Choosing
installation we used
the
an Amplion loud speaker type
Loudspeaker AR-19. Few set builders or
engineers have considered the effect of
the loudspeaker on the plate current
consumption in the last tube. Quality
being equal, it is wise to choose a loudspeaker which gives as low current consumption as possible. In the tests made
on this set it was found that different
types of loudspeakers varied the plate
current as much as 4 M. A. The Amplion
unit gave the lowest current consumption. This factor is well worth keeping
in mind, for a difference of 4 mils in the
plate current, if a set is run from B batteries, makes quite a little difference in
the life of the batteries. The current of
5.25 M. A. previously noted for the
power tube was obtained with the Amplion unit in the circuit.
Suggestions Jhe non-regenerative Brownabout the
ing-Drake set has been deAssembly
signed with the utmost care,
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and every bit of useful information included in the dataprints. It is only fair,
then, to expect the constructor to be
just as careful in his workmanship when
he assembles the set. It is not possible
to make any design proof against carelessness. No set can be made successfully unless the instructions are followed
accurately, the correct parts used, and
real thought and care put into the work.
1 he original model has been wonderfully successful in its operation, even
beyond our expectations, and these results can be duplicated by anyone who
will follow the instructions. If, however,
the parts are thrown together in an ex-

Flg. 8. Double-reading Jewell
voltmeter for checking A and B
batteries
perimental set-up, it is not fair to complain if you are disappointed in the results.
The design of radio sets has become
a real art, and we have done everything
possible, at the same time, to present
the designs in a way which anyone can
copy if he will make the effort. Do not
try to wire up the set from the schematic
diagram. The picture wiring diagram has
been made to protect you from mistakes.
If you use the terminal checking list
also, marking each terminal as you solder
it. you will be able to tell when you finish
the job if any wires have been omitted
or if they have been connected in the
wrong places.
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were bought or built as non-radiating.
When radio magazines get around to the
point of learning the truth, and then
telling it, they will admit what is axiomaENGINEERING tic—any set which has controlled regeneration is an offense to the radio public.
M. B. SLEEPER. Editor
Bryan S. Davis, Advertising Manager
There never was an operator, and there
never will lie one, who doesn't pick up
Published Monthly by
M. B. SLEEPER, Inc.
stations by their squeals if he can make
Publication OHict, Lyon Block, Albany, N. Y.
his set oscillate. The only way to take
Editorial and General Offices
squeals off the air is to take them out
A-52 Vanderbilt Aye., New York, N. Y.
of the sets.
Chicago Advertising Office
E. H. Moran, Bell Building
How can radio manufacturers talk
307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago
about selling the enormous potential
Twenty cents per copy in the United Stales and radio market when, as they create the
Canada: in foreign countries one shilling. Two demand, they will meet it with more
dollars per year; twelve numbers in the United
Slates and Canada; ten shillings in foreign countries. oscillating receivers, to confuse their
Copyright 1925 by M. B. Sleeper, Inc.
new customers and doubly confound their
Vol. VI
MARCH, 1926
No. 3 old ones?
Is the radio entertainment which manufacturers are selling, produced at an exEDITORIAL
pense running into hundreds of thouIT IS a striking coincidence that the sands of dollars annually, to be travesdesign of the non-regenerative KB-8 tied by a blanket of cat calls?
is disclosed directly after the conclusion
Conditions during the Trans-Atlantic
of the Trans-Atlantic sending tests, for tests, if not typical of the present, are
nothing could have demonstrated more only a sample of the future. Controlled
forcefully the fallacy of regenerative regeneration, any means for putting a
sets.
set into oscillation, is an added hazard
And there is pardonable satisfaction in the industry.
in bringing out through Radio EngiThe neutralizing idea is excellent when
neering the first truly non-regenerative applied in the manner originally intended,
sets of high power to meet the problem, hut the original idea was not to use a
particularly because in our predecessor, step of neutralized R.F. ahead of an
Everyday Engineering, we inaugurated, oscillating detector to keep the set from
with the co-operation of the Wireless radiating. On such a receiver it is possiWorld of London, the first Trans-At- ble to bring in local stations with the
lantic sending tests, in the early spring antenna disconnected and the R.F. tube
of 1921, the year which marked the out. Radiation, sufficient to cause conofficial inauguration of broadcasting.
siderable disturbance to sensitive sets,
However, while it's fun to help make takes place directly from the coil in the
radio history, it is more to the point to grid circuit of an oscillating detector.
work for the future.
The only vyay to keep squeals off the
Here is the situation as we find it
air
is to take oscillations out of receiving
to-day: Thousands of R. C. L.'s, hunsets.
dreds of experimenters, and dozens of
Dealers, when they decide upon sets
manufacturers, after making elaborate
plans for bringing in foreign stations, to handle next fall should remember
report that if the European stations could that the shape of the cabinet, number of
have put signals into the United States, tubes, price, and all the other things are
which they were not able to do because of relatively less importance than the
of most unusual atmospheric conditions, answer to the question, "Can it oscillate?"
no one could have picked the signals out which everyone will ask. And the first
of the wild stampede of local interference test which dealers should make is to
determine this charactertistic.
from oscillating receivers.
The joker is that the majority of the
M. B. Sleeper,
sets which cause the howls and squeals
Editor.
RADIO
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Thlg Is one of the moat gubetantlal »et a«»emblie» ever dcalflned.
parts are spot-welded together

All the metal

Serviceman's Checking Chart for the
All-American Model R Receiver
If anything goes wrong with this set. the exact location of the
faulty wire or terminal can be determined
ALTHO it has taken several years
to sell installation and repairmen
on the idea, the voltmeter test is the only
satisfactory way of checking up connections. Obviously, running your eye
over the wire will not tell the story of the
high-resistence contacts, and in many sets
the wiring runs out of sight where it is
practically impossible to follow the leads
through. The following data on the
All-American Model R receiver has been
prepared so tliat. by following it through,
a broken or short-circuited lead can be
located exactly.
To make these tests, connect a lly'ivolt B battery, on one side, to a high-

resistance voltmeter, such as the Jewell
or Weston types. Put a flexible lead on
the other side of the meter and on the
other side of the B battery. These
should be fitted with stiff wires so that
they can lie readily touched to various
l>arts of the receiving set. When these
leads are put on the terminals of the set,
indicated in the list below, the voltmeter
should read approximately what the
tables show.
Where the table specifies "Full." the
meter should show about 22volts,
indicating a direct or low-resistence
circuit.
Through the transformers
there is naturally a drop, bringing some
118
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of the readings down to about 16 volts.
All these tests are made with the tubes
olit and the batteries disconnected.
Connect:
GND to ANT 1 — full
GND to ANT 2 —full
Put the filament switch in the Off
position.
GND to A
0 volts
GND to A
0 volts
GND to B45 — 0 volts
GND to H90—0 volts
GND to B
0 volts
GND to Rheostat-)
0 volts
Rheostat-}- side is the terminal not
grounded.
GND to C1+ —full
GND to C1
full
Cl, C2. and C3 are the tuning condensers, from left to right, looking at the
set from the bottom at the rear. C-|is the side not grounded and C— is the
grounded side.
GND to frame — 0 volts
A-}- to frame— 0 volts
B— to frame— 0 volts
IMS to frame— 0 volts
B90 to frame — 0 volts
Turn the switch on.
A— to frame—full
C2— to frame—full
C3— to frame — full
Turn the rheostat on.
C2-)- to frame — full
C3-+- to frame— 0 volts
Switch or rheostat on or off.
A-f to B
full
A-)- to B45 — 0 volts
A-j- to B90 — kick
On some terminals, such as above, the
ratter gives a slight kick but returns to
zero.
A+ to C3-f — full
B45 to B
0 volts
B45 to B90—0 volts
B45 to T1B+ —full
T1 and T2 are the audio transformers,
left to right, from the bottom, looking
at the set from the rear.
B45 to S3p—16 volts
SI, S2, S3. S4 and S5 are the sockets,
from left to right, looking at the set
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from the bottom at the rear. The terminals are indicated as g, grid—p, plate.
B90 to T2B-f — full
B90 to 84])— 16 volts
B90 to Jack — full
B90 to S5p—0 volts
S5g to S4p — 0 volts
S5g to frame—10 volts
S4g to S3p — 0 volts
S4g to frame—10 volts
S3g to C3-|
0 volts
C3-f to S2p — kick
S2p to B90—full
S2p to B
kick
S2g to Sip — 0 volts
S2g to Rheostat-)
full
Sip to B90—full
Sip to B
kick
It will be noted that no connections are
given for the tube filament contacts on
the sockets. If these tests have been
carried out and all check O.K., and the
tuhes light, obviously the filaments circuits must be O.K. If the tubes do not
light when the batteries are connected,
the switch turned on, and the rheostat
run up. something must be wrong in
the filament circuit or in the tubes themselves.
The only thing that these tests do not
show up is short circuits in the variable
condensers. It is very unlikely that
shorts will take place in the condensers,
and if the plates do touch, the set will
operate at some settings and not at
others.
Operating from a checking table of
this sort is very satisfactory because, if
all the tests give the correct results, it
is certain that the fault must lie in the
batteries, tubes, loudspeaker cord or
jack, or in the antenna and ground.
The dealer should take upon himself
the responsibility, in fairness to the
manufacturer, of going through all these
tests before shipping back a set as defective. That is a very expensive matter
and oftentimes creates prejudice against
the set which is unwarranted. Manufacturers report that the majority of
sets returned could have been repaired
readily by the dealer or else that the set
was not defective at all but was not used
properly.
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/Votes from the Commercial Laboratories
Suggestions About the Use of
Fixed

Condensers

No matter what kind of a set it is, it must have fixed condensers.
Therefore, thev must be used correctlv—By M. Kevelson*
T N every radio set, fixed condensers are
a practical necessity. The diversity of
uses to which they are put, and the part
played electrically in each of its positions, make it important for the manufacturer and builder of radio sets to
know the why and wherefore of fixed
condensers.
It is difficult to classify these uses in
the order of their relative importance
because in practically every instance, if
the condenser is properly located in the
circuit, the part that it plays electrically
is so important, that it is almost indispensible. In fact, in many cases it
is an absolute necessity.
The most important use of fixed condensers is in the position of grid condenser in the detector circuit where it so
modifies the action of the vacuum tube,
which is normally an amplifier, as to
make it a very superior form of rectifier; in fact, not only a rectifier, but a
very efficient form of audio detector.
Radio waves as sent out by a broadcasting station are continuous waves modulated according to the speech or music
signal. These modulations consist of an
aggregation of frequencies from about
100 to 5,000 cycles per second, having
various amplitudes and phases. The
continuous waves, known as carrier
waves, are of such high frequency, that
they are not directly audible. Even if it
were possible for the human ear to respond to such rapid vibrations, we could
find no mechanical contrivance, such as a
telephone diaphragm capable of vibrating
at this rate.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to
take these high frequency currents and
convert them into currents of audible
range, for which purpose it is necessary
to rectify the incoming pulses, that is
.to say, make them uni-directional. Varia#
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp.

tions in these uni-directional pulses are
of audible frequency and can therefore
be heard in the head-set. There are several methods of rectifying these radio
frequency pulses, the most efficient of
which is by means of the grid condenser.
It must not be supposed that the grid
condenser of its own accord acts as a
rectifier, since from the electrical nature
of a condenser this is impossible. The
effect of a grid condenser used with a
vacuum tube is to allow the tube to rectify the incoming pulses and amplify
them at the same time. This is really
the chief advantage of the grid condenser rectification scheme. It permits
of simultaneous rectification and amplification by one tube. The size of the
condenser used for this purpose is either
.00025 mfd., or .0005 mfd.. depending
on the characteristics of the vacuum tube
used, and the range of frequencies being
received.
Another use to which fixed condensers
are put is as a by-pass for radio frequency currents. In practically every
circuit, such as the regenerative, neutrodyne, or reflex, it is absolutely necessary
to pass currents of two different frequencies simultaneously from the output
of one tube to the input of a succeeding
tube. Audio frequency transformers
when placed in the plate circuit of a
vacuum tube, cannot pass currents of a
very high frequency because of the
choking effect they exert on such currents. This choking effect is caused primarily by the iron core in the transformer. Since it is necessary to pass
radio frequency currents in this same
circuit, the only means by which this can
be accomplished is by placing a small
fixed condenser across the primary of an
audio frequency transformer. This condenser will allow currents of radio frequency to pass through it, but will deny
120
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Fixed Condensers

the passage of audio frequency currents.
Conversely, the primary of the audio
frequency transformer will pass audio
frequency currents and prevent the passage of radio frequency currents. Thus,
the necessity of a condenser across iron
core inductances is apparent.
In addition to this use of fixed condensers across inductances, there are
other uses, such as by-pass across resistances and batteries. An example of the
former use would be as by-pass across a
potentiometer, while an example of the
latter would be as by-pass across the A
battery. This latter connection is to
shunt out the radio frequency resistance
of the battery leads when the batteries
are situated at some distance from the
set.
Sometimes in transformer coupled amplifiers it is possible, by the judicious use
of a fixed condenser across the secondary of the transformer, to improve the
quality of reception. Such use would
be advisable where a transformer is of
very high ratio, and in consequence the
voltage amplification very high at high
frequencies giving a peaked amplification
curve. It is then possible by placing a
condenser across the secondary to flatten
out this upward characteristic, and
thereby reduce the distortion at the
higher frequencies.
The proper use of fixed condensers in
a resistance coupled amplifier makes this
type of amplifier, without doubt, the
most faithful of reproducers. This item
is so important in the design of resistance coupled amplifiers that the use of
an incorrect capacity will result in distorting to an even greater extent than
transformer coupled amplification. One
of the most important problems is the
avoidance of communicating the B battery voltage drop across the external
plate circuit resistance to the grid of the
succeeding tube. Under these conditions, the grid will have a very large positive potential. Since the best operating
point on a tube is at a slightly negative
grid potential, the simplest remedy lies
in the use of blocking condensers in the
grid leads. This solution, however, introduces a difficulty, for regardless of
the size of condenser used, its reactance
will vary with the frequency. It is the
real cause of distortion in any resistance
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coupled amplifier. The larger it is made,
the less the distortion. The reason for
the distortion is that since the voltage
drop through the condenser varies with
the frequency, the voltage impressed on
the succeeding grid is different with different frequencies from the voltage output across the plate resistance. It is entirely possible by the use of a very small
condenser to cut off nearly all of the
voltage at certain frequencies, thus causing considerable distortion. The proper
blocking condenser to use in a radio
frequency amplifier is not necessarily as
high as 1 or 2 mfds. Condensers as
small as .006 mfd. can be used without
appreciable distortion. However, for
best results, a capacity of .02 mfd. is
recommended. With a well constructed
amplifier the grid resistance should not
be less than 0.5 megohm, with a fairly
heavy negative bias on the last tube.
The faithfulness of reproduction of this
type of amplifier is about as perfect as
is possible to obtain at the present time.
It is quite apparent therefore, that the
blocking condenser in this type of aidplifier is of paramount importance.
In choke coil amplification the blocking condenser serves the same purpose
as in resistance coupled amplification
and it should be of approximately the
same size.
There are many special circuits in
which fixed condensers can be used as
coupling condensers, such as the Browning Drake, super-heterodyne, superregenerative, reflex, and the like. In
most of these circuits they serve as bypass condensers.
R-29 Bakelite
Engineers who are planning to use
molded bakelite to a greater extent than
ever in equipment for fall production
will be greatly interested in the new lowloss material which has been developed
by the Bakelite Corporation. Research
data on this material will appear in April.
Everyone will welcome the complete
data on B battery eliminators, the special
feature of the April number. The information has been compiled in such a
way that engineers can readily determine
the suitability of various types of eliminators for complete sets which they are
developing.
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With the Manufacturers
The 112 Conneclorald permits the use of the
112 tube in any storage battery operated neutrodyne or tuned R. F. receiver.
On Radiola 111 and IIIA sets the 421X
adapter makes it possible to use 199 tubes and
the 120 in combination. This improves loudspeaker operation surprisingly.
Saturn Mfg. A Sale*
Company. New York
City, la now producing
this very trim little
filament switch.
DAVEN Radio announces the resignation of
Mr. K. K. Moses who has been General
Sales Manager, effective January 18th, Until
further announcement, \\. I). A Peaslcc, Assistant to the President, is acting as Sales
Manager.
Daven Radio has added an interesting adjunct to their sales department. To assist inexperienced dealers who are asked by their customers to install Daven amplifiers in their sets,
to replace those already provided, service men
are being sent out. at the request of the dealers,
to show how this work is done. The dealer
simply calls the factory at Mitchell 67-10. and
an appointment is made for the Daven man to
call on the dealer. If the Daven man actually
does the work, a small charge is made, but if
he simply instructs the dealer's service man,
there is no cost.

C. A. Englebcck. widely known in the automobile industry, through his connections with
the Cadillac Division of General Motors and
the Peerless organization has been elected Vice
Presdienl of the Zenith Radio Corporation, and
is now the Director of Sales.
His first affiliation with Zenith was in the
capacity of assistant to E. F. McDonald, Jr.. a
position which he took up while on temporary
leave of absence. However, radio apparently
proved so interesting that he did not want to
give it up to go back to automobiles.

SANGAMO
By-pass Condenser
1 MFD

Rathbun Manufacturing Company, Jamesown. New York, has issued an interesting
jamphlet on the use of the Rathbun S. L. F
tonverter, explaining how this dial is used to
•hange S, L. C. condensers to give S- L. F.
uning. Dealers are reporting a very large
imount of business on the S. L. F. converter
is replacement parts, particularly for neutroIvne and tuned R. F. sets.
Ralph Bretzner, representing Van Home and
dusselman, Airway Electric, and Selector Comiany, announces the change of address from
28 West 42nd Street, to 160 West 45th Street,
sew York City. Phone. Bryant, 0459.
Alden Manufacturing Company reports an
nexpecfed amount of interest in the Connecaralds. This is a special adapter, equipped
. ith flexible leads, for adding the extra B and
i batteries necessary for power tubes. The
rpe 420 fits the 120 tubes. This adapter is
esigncd for the semi-portable Radiola superetcrodyne and the Radiola VIII. This makes
te operation of these sets practically equal to
tis year's model.
The 920X Conneclorald is for the 120 lube
t the portable Radiola 26, and such sets as the
ry battery operated Atwater Kent and Adler

y- w w—'T? c-iw-f iff*

Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield,
III., is making a line of by-paes
condensers In 0.1. 0.23, 0.5, and
1.0 mfd. sizes.
H. H. Eby is distributing a very interesting
novelty by way of a display for radio dealers.
It is a mammoth binding post, reproducing exactly the Ensign type Eby binding post. As
carefully made and as beautifully finished as
the real posts themselves, this mammoth measures 6 ins. in diameter by 10 ins. high. They
are being sent free to Eby dealers who ask
for them.
Diamond State Fibre Company. Bridgeport,
Pa., announces that C. M. Bogert is now District Manager for Connecticut, with offices at
South Norwalk. W. R. F.isenbrans has been
moved from the home office to 822 Drexel
Bldg., Philadelphia, where he is District Manager for Philadelphia.
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No matter what circuit-*

Far, Far Better Results
with

Orthometric
Condensers

-ci
&

Karas instruments have been tested and recommended by
leading technical editors lor use in all types of seta from the
most elaborate supers to the simplest low loss 3-tube receivers. The most exacting home set builders, the country
over, demand Karas Transformers and Condensers — and
will use nothing else. Nothing can take the place of these
scientifically designed, precision instruments. Use them
in your next set—or improve
your present set by installing
them ICs easy to do — the
results will be worth many
times the cost.

oo

CO HO
©
Spreads Stations Evenly Over the Dial
— No Crowding Whatever
The
Karas Orthomctric
Condenser
poaitivelv
teparateayou
all adioining
wavrlenirtha
bv
LQUAL
dwtance*Bcparation
on
the dial
full benefit
of the condenaera
10 Kiloeyele
freoueney
fixedBiving
by theallotted
Rovernment,
Ordinary
jam
.0 of the 100 Government
waveJeogtha
into the firatcrowd
30 points
the dial
- even80.Btraight-Iine-wavelenjrt h condensers
67 ofonthem
below
But with Karas
Orthornetnm, each point on the dial corresponds to one of the 100
alloted wavelenifths The result is marvelous simplicity in tuning—
and better, clearer reception-all side bands without interference.
Brings in KDKA at 53
Not
17—or 28. butthat
at 63must
where
it belonffs,
leaving
of room
for
the 62atwavelengths
come
inofbelow
TheIota
Karas
Orthometric
is a ••prvn-ion
job"—entirely
brass.It. Every
joint
soldered.
Plates patent-levelled and securely bridged.
If your dealer is out of Karas Instruments
Order Direct on This Coupon
Most
Rood
dealers everywhere
parts.
If youratdealer
happens
to
be
wesell
willKaras
supply
you direct
on your
partone- onwho
ourdoesn't,
rw-day money
back
guarantee.
Justnofilltrouble
in and
mail
thisdelivery.
coupon at once. Send no money.
You can pay the postman on
81.
M,- p,ant; N<
Karas Electric Co.. bw.'Vci.'SS.. iT*"""
mart than SO ***'• maker* nf PRECISIiJ.' a4«crr«m< Apporsin*

Harmonik
Transformers

ft

For Long Distance with Big Volume and Keen Musical Quality
Karas Harmoniks deliver perfect music with
loads of volume from stations one to two thousand miles distant DX broadcasting becomes
really enjoyable. "Fishing" for distant stations
is only a matter of finding programs you want to
hear—not straining to catch only the bare announcement and making up a list of call letters.
Even from far away points. Karas Harmoniks
bring out full, round musicaltones. All the vital
harmonics and rich overtones arc fully retained.
Low bass notes pour forth, rich, sweet, sonorous.
!f you want music like this, you must have Karas
Harmoniks in your set. Get a pair TODAY! The
best transformer money can buy.
Karas F-lectHc Co..
Mfg. Plant; N. Rockwell St.,
AeuelatlOB
Bldo..
III.
rieaae shipOBlcc:
me the 1063
inatrumvnu
cneckvo
c iowChleaoo,
I wiu pay
the
poatmanthat
nnciaI haled;
plusprivilcgr
poalage of
uponrvtuming
delieery. thcac
It ia
undcratood
have
the
goods,
for fullsatisfactory.
refund, within 30 days, if they do no*
prove entirely
Karas Harmonik Audio Transformers. (87.OO aach
. — Karas Ort home trie Condensers: Size
(23 plata 87 #a.| 17 plate 86.7S ea.i 11 plate 86.50)
A'amc.
Addrtt*
II you send cash with order.we'll send package postpaid
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He is also working on the Pitts underground
antenna which has been introduced recently in
Los Angeles. Mr. Sawyer reports that business in Oregon and Washington is developing
steadily, but is much handicapped by lack of
good local broadcasting.

Radio Foundation variable grid
leak can be adjusted from
'/a to 7 megohms.

Vlctoreen rheostat marketed by Geo. W. Walker
Company.
Geo. W. Walker Company, Cleveland. Ohio,
is distributor for the new Victorecn rheostats,
made in resistances of 6, 10, 20 and 30 ohms.
Manganin wire, having zero temperature coefficient, is used for the element. There arc
about twice as many turns on this rheostat as
on other types, giving a much finer adjustment
of the filament.
National Carbon Company has issued a new
schedule of prices and discounts on the type
7111 6-in. dry cell. This is a special battery
intended for radio work. Although the list
price has been advanced from 40c to 50c. a
wider margin of profit is allowed to dealers.
Storad Manufacturing Company. Cleveland.
Ohio, is now manufacturing an automatic radio
power supply, consisting of an automatic storage A battery charger and a complete B power
supply unit. This unit is connected to the A. C.
circuit and. in the usual manner, to the receiving set. When the tubes are in operation, current for the A circuit is drawn from the storage battery and for the B circuit from the B
power supply. As soon as the set is turned off.
the charger immediately recharges the A battery, bringing it back to full capacity, and cutting off when the battery is charged.
Everyone will be interested to know that J.
Chester Johnson, much to the surprise of the
ntdio trade, has resigned as Vice President and
General Manager of the American Radio Exposition, a position which he has held for four
years, to become associated with U. J. Herman and G. Clayton Erwin, Jr.. in conducting
the radio exhibits under the auspices of the
Radio Manufacturers Show Association. The
New York Show to be held by this organization will be at the new Madison Square Garden
from September 13th to ISth inclusive.
Ernest Walker Sawyer, formerly Vice President of the Elcctrad Company, is now to be
found at 1915 Sante Fe Avenue, Los Angeles.
Here he is representing Silver-Marshall,
Amsco, Radiotivc, and other manufacturers.

Van Hornc Company has given out the details concerning their method of guaranteeing
vacuum tubes.
When the consumer purchases a Van Home
tube, providing the right type is bought and
used in accordance with the tube equipment
for the set in question, if the tube proves to be
unsatisfactory or burns out within thirty days,
replacement will be made without question,
argument, or delay. I f the tube lights, but
docs not operate properly, it will be replaced
within 90 days after purchase.
In commenting on these guarantees, Mr.
Bretzner, New York representative of Van
Home, said that this kind of guarantee will
mean a great deal to his trade because it does
actually protect the public and eliminates red
tape of unnecessary disputes by the dealers or
jobbers in replacing tubes which do not function correctly. Records show that 75% of the
tube complaints are from the failure of the
filament.
This is certainly a fair and liberal guarantee
to the consumer and it should mean much to
dealers to be able to guarantee the filaments
for 30 days and the life of the elements for 90
days. It is a courageous step on the part of
the Van Hornc Company, and one which
should be taken by all other tube manufacturers. This may seem like a considerable
burden to put upon the manufacturers, but it
is probably not unreasonable in view of the
tremendous economies which have been effected through the use of automatic machinery,
in assembling tubes.

R. P. Cunningham Electric Co.,
Chicago, It producing a variable
grid leak in which adjustment Is
obtained by a thumb screw.
Amplion Corporation of Canada. Ltd., 130
Richmond Street. West. Toronto. Canada, has
been organized recently to handle the distribution of Amplion loudspeakers and units in
Canada.
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The

Best

No Batteries
■r* required even to
operate the mo«t powerful 10-tube receiver pictured above, if you use
the new laboratory type
Model A
Power Unit

Chief
and

in

World

One Customer Telegraphs: "Receiver assembled, performing like a thorobred."
The Amateur or Experimenter with his ultra-modern high-powered
receiver is years ahead of Commercial Radio.
It is aigniAcant that unsolicited testimonials are constantly being
received from even the far corners of the earth, where Nordenllauck Engineers have furnished the finest radio opparatus known
to the art today.
Quotations gladly furnished on radio parts and apparatus having
non-infringing uses.
Write for Literature
NORDEN-HAUCK, INC., Engineer,
1617 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Engineer:—Do
quality

the

or

you

specify

price?

The chief engineer of one of the largest
concerns manufacturing radio sets specified
Samson

Helical
Wound

Transformers
last Spring because of their quality of reproduction.
At the end of the 1925 radio season, after selling
more than 13,000 sets containing Samson Transformers. the chief engineers reported that to date
no Samson Transformers have proven defective in
consumers' hands and that are yet to have their first
complaint. Truly u remarkable record.
When you specify Samson Transformers you guarantee not only quality of reproduction but service,
SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers Since 1882
CANTON, MASS.
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service

With labels
DURHAM that give
ranges acVariable
curately
GRID LEAKS

COMPARE
THE

NEW

CARTER
STANDARD Typ« .hown above fil« all regular clips. Use thern lo ndjusl variations
in tubes; also for audio control.

" IMP "
RHEOSTATS

New panel
type

Note
patent
plunger
OD
•I •--r
\_e Taken
dime onlc»«the apace
panel. than
Mak-a
ing close control convenient means belter
results a satisfaction that lastsl
Both typet in (A«ra »ize»
No. 100—1,000 lo 100,000 ohms
No. 101—0.1 lo 5 megohms
No. 201 A—2 to 10 megohms
DURHAM Bases—three styles. 30 to 45c
Use DURHAMS in all tel.
Order by type and tire numbrr
DURHAM 6 CO-Jnc.
1936 Market St.. PhiladelpKia

ft
FULL
SIZE

£l

ALL RESISTANCES
3 lo SO ohmi

$1

Test

OPERATES with great efficiency in ALL circuits.

These
A /"•"'"I.
I u

SMALL—only W dia.

Coils
TRF Kit
LIST $1200

ALL METAL FRAME
STURDY — no moulded parts
to crack or break.
SMOOTH in operation.

ScienUAc messurrmcnt of sn Aero Coll shows It to hsre
sof much
lower high frequency resistance thsn other types
Inductances.
Com
pars
lire
brosdcsst motion
callable of performance
In exact teals
accordshow
with Aero
their Colls
elecIrtcal characterLsilcs.
Substltuie a set of Aero Colls In any. set now using
other
IndurUncGR In You
will not© an
Immedlal©which
tremendous
Is almost increase
unbelirrablepower,
and aa degree
iiualltyofofselectlvlly
ton© which hi
perfecttlcHplic
andfrequency.
sharp resonance
peak which
Aero the
Collsveryshownarrow
at each
Manufacturers
Interrated
In
Imprtninc
their
seta or fan*
desirou* of Brt'lng the very limit of nerformance
out
ofproposition
any elrrult
will
do
well
to
look
Into
the
Coll
at once. There Is an Aero Coll Aero
for every
type of circuit.
Write for the free Aero Booklet.
AERO PRODUCTS, INC.
217 No. Detplainei St., Chicago.

ONE HOLE MOUNTING.
SPECIFIED as standard in
leading sets and kits.
SOLD BY BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
r>-

m
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pOR a long time t<> come, there will to operate on the cone type of speaker.
not he evolved a more efficient cirAnd best of all, the novice can concuit lliau that in the new Hammar- struct
it himself, front the finest parts
IiiikI- Roberts Receiver.
known to radio, with results worthy
Ten leading radio engineers devised of any professional builder.
it as their composite ideal. The result
The cost, $60,811 (cabinet extra) is
is a receiver, operating on only five only about 1/d of the price ot a faclubes, which possesses the sensitivity tory-built receiver of similar quality.
of a standard eight-lube receiver, plus
Dealers everywhere sell the famous
a high degree of selectivity which Hammarlund
parts for this receiver
miniimzes interference.
and can supply all the other parts
specified in the "How to
Tuning is simplicity
Build" book, which will
itself. The volume and
■
■
Clov
»nriu>
be mailed on receipt of
lone are exceptional, the
liammarlund 25 cents.
receiver being designed
PRODUCTS
424-438 W. 33 St., New York
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
FOUNDATION UNIT
UNIT 2—"Hammarlund,
Jr." The Precision Midget
The Foundation Unit
Condenser.
contains all special parts
L'mt
needed to build the HamUNIT 3—The New Hammarlund - Roberts Remarlund Straight - Line
ceiver, including drilled
Frequency Condenser.
and engraved panels,
brackets, wire. screws,
UNIT 4—The New Hametc. $7.90. at your
marlund Low - Loss
dealers.
Space-Wound Coils.
UNIT

UNIT
&
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Send for this
Ttew Tfooku,
for
radio aerials

0

—Copper

Four-Tube
Receiver

wire
COPPER combines the
essential qualities of —
resistance to corrosion,

The outstanding receiver development of the
season, in which is combined the genius of two
of the most distinguished radio engineers. A
receiver for the home builder that will represent for several seasons to come a far greater
value than any other design available.
Several outstanding features place the design in
a position far in advance of anything available or
contemplated. Unlimited wavelength range, with interchangeable
antenna and detector coils; marvelously improved audio transformers; a special self-contained wiring
harness; but one tuning or station
selector control, arc special features.
V_/VC1 -ail UC9lgll 13
Adapted to practically any standard cabinet, any standard tube, any battery or eliminator source of supply,
outdoor antenna or loop.
Only a screw driver and pair of pliers necessary. The
set can be built at an extremely low cost and pans arc
readily available at all radio dealers.
Represented Manufacturers:
Beldcn Mfg. Co S-C Wiring Harnrsr ««Central Radio Laboratorie.—Centralab
sistanee
Polymet Mfg. Corporation—Fixed Condentert,
Leah and Leah Clips
Poster & Co.—Drilled and Processed Front
Panel and Drilled Sub-Panel
Silver-Marshall, Inc.—Variable Condensers.
Coil Sachets, Coils, Tube Sachets, Vernier
Dial. Mounting Brachels
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.—/MOO Power
Transformers
Yaxley Mfg. Co.—Rheostat, Jacks, Switch
Get the hand-book at your radio dealer's, or dip the
coupon and send with 25 cents to
S-C MERCHANDISING COMPANY
109 So. tyabash /trenue, Chicago

tensile strength,
high conductivity.

COPPER O-BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
25 Broadway, New York

PATENT SERVICE
FOR THE MANUFACTURER —
We have retained experienced patent
lawyers to create patent aituatlons
around the manufacturer's products.
FOR THE INVENTOR —
We aid and assist in the development
of his Inventions and represent him in
negotiations with manufacturers. In
meritorious cases we finance the work.
RADIO PATENTS CORP.
INC. 1917
247 Park Ave.
New York City.

C-IO
Super-Heterodyne
Full set of official blueprints, giving all
construction data, parts list, dimensions,
hook-up.
Price $5.00

S-C MERCHANDISING COMPANY
ll/y so. ir uoam /twnie, C/utugw
Herewith please find 2} cents for which send me the hand-boolt
of the new h-C Fout-Tube Receiver.
Name

M. B. SLEEPER. INC.
A-S2 Vanderbill Ave.
New York City

Address..
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For the Non-Regenerative KB-8 Set

r

15 Parts Manufacturers Have Endorsed the KB-8
470

Jobbers

Are

Distributing

Parts

for

It

OADIO ENGINEERING is doing its brought right up to the minute by incorpo^ share to help by supplying dealers with rating the most advanced features.
dataprints at a reduced list price, and at the Most important of all, the tickler coil is
full discount.
eliminated, and no regeneration in any form
You know how wonderfully popular the is employed.
Browning-Drake Five still is, tho the design KB-8 Dataprints give the full-size* panel
was first introduced thru Radio Engineering patterns and picture wiring diagrams, parts
a year ago.
list, step-by-step assembly instructions, and
The KB-8 is a modernized Browning-Drake, all information.
BE THE FIRST DEALER IN YOUR CITY TO DISPLAY KB-8 DATAPRINTS
Non-regenerative KB-8 Dataprinte, in individual mailing tube, $1.00. Lot* of 6 or
more, 50%. If you have not opened an account already, tend check with order to
avoid delay in looking up reference*.
M.

B.

SLEEPER,

Inc

A-52 Vanderbilt Avenue
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TECHNICAL
PUBLISHER
New York City

For the Non-Regenerative KB-8 Set —

ANNOUNCING
BD-3B
— a new National Tuning Unit embodying the wonderful
BROWNING-DRAKE TRANSFORMER
and an innovation in condenser design
NATIONAL EQUICYCLE CONDENSER
The novel shape of the plates spaces the
station groups at equal intervals of 1 0 kilocycles in a true straight frequency line.
The useful range of rotation has been increased from 180 to 270°. This has been
accomplished without the use of gears, cams
or levers, thereby eliminating consequent
lost motion.
This unit possesses the same electrical efficiency and mechanical stability that have
always characterized NATIONAL DX
Condensers.
BD-3B Tuning Unit
Price $12.75

National Tuning Unit BD-3B
Send for Bulletin 110

These National Tun'ng Units Give Supreme Satisfaction
Tliese time-tested
unit* include
the
BD-2 A (genuine)
BROWNING DRAKE
Translormer
Patents pending
BD-l A
and the NATIONAL EOUIMETKR (straiKhl
line wave length) Condensers and also the
NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dials. How
well they excel in receiving range and volume is well known. They are the
acknowledged standard; their efficiency
proved
NATIONAL Tuning Units are now made in
the following types;
BD IA—Includes the NATIONAL. EQUIMETER (straight line wave length) Con
denser and Ine (genuine) BROWNINGDRAKE Inductance Coll with the
NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dial. Price
RD 2A Includes the NATIONAL EQLT
METER (straight line wave length) Condenser and the (genuine) BROWNINGDRAKE Inductance Coll with the
NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dial. Price
$ I 2.7 V
BD IB Includes the NATIONAL EQUI
CYCLE and the (genuine) BROWNING
DRAKE Inductance Coil with the
NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dial Price
*10.25.
BD-2B—Includes the NATIONAL L QUICYCLE Condenser and the (genuine) BROWNING DRAKE
Transformer with the NATIONAL. Velvet Vernier Dial. Price *13.75.
BD iB Includes the NATIONAL EQUICYCLE Condenser and the (genuine) BROWNING-DRAKE
Transformer, without tertiary coil, and NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dial. Price *12.25,
Prices quoted are lor Type A Velvet Vernier Dials. If so specified Type B Dials will be sup
plied without extra chaVge.
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For the Non-Regenerative KB-8 Set —

NATIONAL IMPEDAFORMER (££;)
— radio's most recent contribution to faithful tone reproduction
£

The illustration shows the assembly of three Impcdaformcrs as they would appear in a set
With these units an impedance coupled audio ampli- usurlly used on a transformer system and with a
ficationandlystem
can reproduce
be romtructed
will truthminimum of storage battery consumption.
ful.y
uniform.y
in allwhich
Its richness
and Made
In two types: Type A embodies National Choke
purity
each
and
every
note
sent
out
by
broadcasting
Coll only. Price
Type B contains Choke Coil
stations.
grid condenser and grid leak, combined in a single
The tone quality is superb and the volume is greater with
unit Price $5.50. Connections are the same as for an
than
with
resistance
coupled
amplification.
This
is
accomplished with no more B battery voltage than is ordinary audio transformer.
NEW

TYPE B VARIABLE
National Velvet Vcmicr^Dial

Variable
Ratio

Positive
Control

Velvet
Smoothness

Easily
Mounted

Ornamental

Gearless

(Patents pending)
A modified application of out "Velvet Vernior" mech- Reduces to any ratio from 6-1 to 86-1. This aids
anism. Easily mounted on the Vi-ln. shaft of any oreatly In the separation of stations operating on the
standard
type receiver
of variable
Replaces
plain lower wave lengths. Moulded from black bakelite in
dials
on any
where condenser.
sharper tuning
Is desired.
ornamental design with peiiedly uniform graduations.
PRICE LIST
Price
Nickel Gold
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
Specifications
finish finish
W. A. READY. President
Clockwise 200-1 (360")
$2.50 $3.00
110 Brookline St.
Cambridge, Mass.
Counter-Clock wise 1-200 ( 360') 2.50 3.00
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B
ELECTRAD
ss
, \V/
\
i

K)

•>

7
'

in

''The Six Point
Pressure Condenser
^TTT/T/I-TU *»]=*:

A REVELATION IN DESIGN
A dependable condenser of certified
accuracy for careful set builders. Ingenious, rigid binding and firm riveting fastens parts securely at *ix different points, insuring positive electrical contact. Impervious to moisture
— unaffected by temperature and climatic variations. Exerts even pressure upon the largest possible surface
—cannot work loose. Binding strap
and soldering lug is in one piece. Accuracy and quietness are assured always and value is guaranteed to remain within 10% of calibration.
Standard capacities, all types. Insist
on Electrad—look for the novel six
point construction.
Price 30 to 75c at all radio stores.

4224 Wrinhtwood Av.,Chic«go,U.}>.AI
a"d U ~«M'» Im'V-VM MMM
vbUB UPALER CAN SUPPLY VlH

■

ELECTRAD
—
INC.
428 Brondway, New York City

For
Better
Radio
Reproduction
The Product of
38 Years' Experience
Due to supremacy of performance this
creation of Alfred Graham & Co . England leads in sales throughout the world.
Six models, including phonograph
units, equipped with cords and panel
plugs, SI2 up. Nationally advertised.
Write lor "Amplion Pedigree" and
proposition to trade.
THE AMPLION CORPORATION o/AMERICA
Executive Offlctn:
Suite W. 280 Madison Avenue. New York City
Chicago Branch: 27-2S* No. Moryan St.
In Canada: Bomdept of Canada, Ltd.. Toronto

Electrad
Certified Grid
Leaks

These dependable units are made of
solid high resistance material, rendering them strong and unbreakable —
unaffected by climatic changes. They
are quiet and smooth in operation and
are obtainable in ranges from '/i to 10
megohms.
Price SOc each at all good radio stores.
Other "Electrad" products are Audiohms, Variohms. Lead-ins. Royalty Variable High Resistances. Lightning Arresters, Lamp Socket
Antennas and Resistance Coupled Amplifier
Kits.
132
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Celoron

Panels

already drilled and engraved for the new
Browning-Drake KB-8 Receiver
(Non-Regener«tlve>
They are specified
When first the Browning-Drake set. illustrated and described in
Radio Engineering, was made. Celoron Panels were used. These
same panels are now recommended by Browning-Drake for the
K B-8 model. This is because the developers of this hook-up
found complete insulation necessary to the absolute balancing of
this set. They found that Celoron had the insulating qualities
necessary to perfect operation of the new Browning-Drake
Receiver.
Celoron Panels come drilled according to Browning-Drake
templates and are finely decorated—complete with dial and
rheostat markings.
Your dealer will supply you with these drilled and decorated
Celoron panels. There are six in the complete set, consisting
of two vertical sub-panels, two horizontal panels, test terminal
panel and front panel. Price complete—3/16 in. thick. $8.35.
Or drilled and decorated panels can be purchased separately as
follows:
Small vertical sub panel
$.30
Large vertical sub panel
1.00
Large horizontal panel
1 • 00
Small horizontal panel
*35
Test terminal panel
-20
Front panel
5.50
$8.35
These Celoron panels can be purchased wherever you buy the
other parts of your Browning-Drake Kit.
Diamond State Fibre Company
The oldeit and largest manufocfurrr In the vulcanized fibre'
laminated technical products industry
Bridgeport, Pa., and Chicago, III.

CeloroN
In Canada
Diamond State Fibre Company of Canada. Ltd.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 23S Carlaw Avc.
Montreal, Canada, 8« St. Francois Xavier St.
133
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New
We assume that those who are interested in designing radio sets have
received one of our No. 776 circulars, describing our new line of 2
inch radio instruments.

We believe that engineers will all be interested in our new 135-A
and 135-6 instruments for plugging into sets supplied with phone
jacks on the panel.
Send for Circular No. 739
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.
Chicago
"26 Year* Making Good Imtrument*"

€
Crowe Metal Panels
for
BROWNING-DRAKE

KB-8

arc now in preparation and will be available through
leading distributors and radio dealers. Carefully packed
in individual containers, with insulation and instruction
sheet, completely drilled, ready for use.
Inquiries Invited from Responsible Jobbing Houses
ADDRESS
CROWE NAME
1749 Grace Street

PLATE
::

&
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You — who

know

Radio

will welcome these pertinent facts

on permanent

"A"

current

supply

'Both the Institute of Radio Engineers and the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies hare
unqualifiedly endorsed the "trickle
charge" principle as the best source
of permanent "A" current power.
THIS principle was first developed
three years ago by the engineersof The
Gould Storage Battery Company and resulted in the creation of Unipower —
radio's first complete "A" power unit.

■ %

Attempts have been made to duplicate
Unipower. But the reliability of such a
"trickle charge" installation depends upon
the proper relation of all the elements
involved. Simply to approximate the
"trickle charge" principle does not mean
that the battery will not become overcharged. or that the "A" current supply
will not fail when it is wanted most.

IE

Wmlratlng tht 4*oll L'ntpowrt, destined /or srls
emph^ing R. C. A. /99 tub<» or eouoralenl.

Unipower stands out as embodying
every mechanical and electrical feature
necessary to the efficient and economical
performance of the "A"circuit in any radio
set, from a simple one-bulb outfit, to the
most elaborate multi-tube superheterodyne.

the "A" and "B" circuits under one control.
In Unipower only, are all these features
incorporated. In Unipower only, have
those qualified to know, found the final
answer to the "A" power problem.

Unipower not only assures the set
owner of continuous quiet "A" power,
always at full voltage; but the Unipower
master control switch—an exclusive feature—makes it possible to coordinate both

Unipower

THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO. Inc.
250 Park Ave., New York

Unipower contains a Balkite charging unit
ol special design.
4 volt model. $35 60 cycles, 110 125
volt A. C. Designed for radio sets using
R. C. A. 199 tubes or iequivalent.
. 6 volt model. $40 60 cycles. 110-125
volt A. C. Designed lor radio sets using
R. C. A. 201-A tubes or equivalent.

Off when it's on ^ On when it's off
135
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The Donle Detector Tube is so much more sensitive than other types that regeneration and the
consequent distortion are unnecessary. The Donle
Tube is recommended by M. B. Sleeper for the
RX-1 and KB-8 non-regenerative sets. Radio
manufacturers will find it possible to develop entirely new and non-infringing circuits around this
tube.

DONLE DETECTOR TUBE, $5.00
DEALERS: The Donle Detector Tube also improve, the result, of any tuned R. F. set.
They are particularly recommended for Atwater-Kent and Fre.hman .et. Every tube
i. guaranteed. Send in a trial order for 6 tube. — $21.00 net. F.O.B. New York. Check
must accompany all orders.
Technical .ervice on Donle tube, given without charge.
NEW YORK CITY
C. J. BROWN 17 WEST 51st STREET

Jo-day
\-in every
.good set/

IMPORTANT
TO MANUFACTURERS:
POSITIVE,
PERMANENT
CONTACT.
FINISH,
STRENGTH
IN THE CIRCUIT.

A turn of the
Tuning Dial—that's all!
And presto! The AMPERITE sclf-adjustinir rheostat control does the rest.
Tones bo clear, voices bo distinct, volume
so
good,
you simply
are umar.ed.TubeBdcliver
as never
brforewhc
nundi rtheseemingly rt agical influence of AMPERITE
individual control. No guessing. Lcsa
wiring. Pormita of any type or combination of tub s. Specified in all popular
conetruction Bets. Price, $1.10.
There it an AMPERITE for every tube
Write for free .look-ups
^f^Sidiall (Scmpatty
Dept. R. E.-3, 50 FrukG.St., N. Y. Cilr

XUxAtUjLy
ii locKs !
t-Voia^uswire
•he «older e
threaded
'orpTnV^
Scmaking
Standard.Soldcrin6
Tcrmlnd
radio rtrcuitt machanitally
strong
A refinement
iK*4
save«
time
and
Manufactured by
'27 Hammatt Road. RoeUndalr Man."*
PATENT APPUED FOR
The biggest thing of its size
in Radio

The "SELF-ADJUSTING"
136
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THE

BIG

LITTLE THINGS

OE RADIO

>r.
S
The DAVEN LEAKANDENSER—
the new combination grid leak and
grid condenser all in one I For any
detector tube circuit.
The Daven SuperAmplifier
eliminates
all hook-up
labor. For those
who prefer
to assemble,
the
Typc3-KKit
iscompleteexeeptforsockets.For
• more volume use the new Duven Tubes
Type MU-20 with the Daven Super-Amplifiers.
Daven Power Tube Type MU-6 —for the last
stage of any set.

'mP
The biggest of nil the little things—
THE DAVEN GRID LEAK. Made in
29 standard values from 2.500 ohms to
WfiOOflOO ohms.

New Da vrn Special
T ypc" A" Coupling
Condenser increases volumewith Resistanc c Coupled
Amplification. Sold
separate, also in
cludedi nail Rest sto
Couplers, SuperAmplifiers and kits.

VOLUME and QUALITY
As an owner of a radio set you should
demand two things: (1) Volume on the
weakest signal. (2) Tone quality that
makes criticism impossible and excuses
or qualifications unnecessary. Why
sacrifice one for the other? Demand
both. Today it is a simple matter to
have both.
It is easy to get volume but there is only one
way to gefboth quality and volume. Use Resistance Coupled Amplification in the audio end of
your set. We have made this very simple by
developing the Daven Super-Amplifier. Or. if
you prefer self-assembly, couple up Daven precision-built resistances and mountings as contained in the 3-K Kit. Then you will hear radio
at its best.
T/tree new Da ven Products were announced this Pall. The Daven Leakandenser is a
cup Mounting
No.SO.vultal.k
lor
viniflr
Kr*l«of
or Grid
Leak.

Daven grid leak of permanent and constant value,
combined with a grid condenser of fixed capacity, correct for all makes of detector tubes.
Precision-built, simple, effective, uniform and
very handsome. A pair of' mounting clips
included.
The new Daven High MUTube TypelWU-ZO,
used with the Daven Super-Amplifier, is designed to give 50^ more volume—6 volt, l/t
ampere. The Daven Power Tube Type MU-6
is for use in the last or output stage of any set
regardless of the method of amplification used
—6 volt, ampere.
The new Daven Special Type"A"Condensers
are the latest development of Daven Engineers.
Their use in Resistance Coupled Amplifiers
gives you 50 S more volume than ordinary
condensers.
The Resistor Manual is the "A.B.C." of
Resistance Coupled Amplification—a complete
handbook for designers and builders. Send for it.

RcMvtolX»*cn
CotipkrTypeNo."A"
42. wllh
«t*cial
Uog Coodmwr
htdden InCoupthe
ba*c-the
original
and
mo%i
lar rnittatKc coupling unit.pop.

Davcaamplifying
HalUM Realluhr*
Mora—lor
u«e
^r olihcoM.iis.
a-lth
In rirrv
pla.»There are five
lor one lo five tubei. Sold with
mounting only.

DAVEN PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ONLY BY GOOD DEALERS
'z7/>o Sine ofyKecid
Si
5SS«?
(/Pos/st'or Specia/tsds
leg. U. S. Pal. Of.
NEW JERSEY
Clip this Coupon
—
DAVEN RADIO CORPORATION. ISS Summit Sireel, NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
Please send me the followina on Resistance Coupled Amplification:—
[ 1 Resistor Manual. 30c is enclosed. (Check One) [ 1 Complete Catalog (free)
NEWARK

The
Resistor Manual
A practical handbook on RcsintanceCoupled Amplification. At
your dealer's 25c.
By mail postpaid
30c. Dealers send
for free sample.

Addrfss
To Deafen.' May we have our nearest distributor communicate with voul
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Quick Contacts That
Make Quick Sales

^

(Q
Retail at
25c.
a pair

Many of the hest sets
on the market use
these tip jacks as
standard equipment.
OU will find a quick selling demand for these
connections, that are everywhere reY positive
placing troublesome binding posts. Fans
appreciate the convenience of these quickly inserted,
quickly removable. Tip Jacks.
Nothing to work loose, no parts to lose. Once
connected, they stay secure, giving a firm, safe
grip on the wire, yet an easy pull instantly releases them. Firmly grip all wires from No. 11
to No 24 B & S gauge. Three sizes for all
panels. TYPE A (Standard) for 3/16" to W*
panels. TYPE B (Special) for panels, cabinet
walls and partitions from 5/16" to
thick.
TYPE C (Special) for panels up to H thick. .

A
Three Point
Wiping Contact
at all times with the
EBY Quality Socket

i,, i
Price
60c

They Are Specified In The
HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS receiver
Ths
era Union
and enBlneera
of Jacks
this highly
circuitdesign
upeclfy
lUdlo Tip
becauserecognized
of their
convenience
and
security.
It
will
pay
you
to famous
stock them
and
also
the
other
parts
specified
for
thU
receiver. Thousands of the^e seU are being built dally
and Union
the baselladlo
panelTip
of th?
kit has
been drilled
especially
for
Jacks.
Binding
pools cannot
he
Mibotltuted. Packed In "self-Belling" counter cartons of
1/12. M and 1 gross pair. Also In boxes of S pain for
llammarlund-ItoberU set bull den.
Other Guaranteed Radio Products
VERNIER DIAL ADJUSTERS—In demand by fan- for
finer tuning. Permit Instant adjustment of the dials.
BetaII price 60c.

This ingenious EBY Quality Socket
provides a positive three point wiping contact at all times regardless of
the size of the prong or the amount
of solder on the prong tip.
The design of this socket permits the
tube to actually "float" when in
service. This reduces microphonic
noises to a minimum and is a protection against tube damage.
This socket takes the new UX, CX
and UV tubes and permits interchangeability and other desirable
features. We will gladly send complete information upon request.

IDENTIFICATION
batterywithleads.
from
liard. redmarks.
fibre,TAGS-For
oval
shape,
properHumped
batter?
Ideotlflcatlon
Set Inowners
need them—lhe>
sell
quickly. Holes lake any wire up to H" thick. Parked
100 In a box of one de*lk*nailon only, lleull price ll.Oo.
Also In set of nine. Retail price 10c.
TO ALL BRANCHES OF THE TRADE
Send for literature N and samples of our reasonably
frlced
Guaranteed
attractive proposition.Radio Products. Get detail* of our

H. H. EBY MFG. CO.
4710 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia
Manufacturers of
EBY BINDING

r UNION-RADIO-CORPORATION
121-SUSSEX-^AVBNUE-NBWARK-N J ^
NEW-YORK- OFFICE 116^VE3T-52~-STREET T
UM
i
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KB-8

PARTS

For Immediate Delivery to Set Builders
Durrani Radio lias every single item for the KB-8 in stock.
will be no delay if you order from Durrani

There

Complete Parts List and Prices for the KB-8
(MON-REOBNERATITE)
Quantity
DeHfrlptlon
1—7 by 24" by 3/16" Obron-I
llokelit* Panel
3V4" by 9»4" by 8/16" (eleronUukellte Panel
2—SH" by 2^" by S/16" CeleronIhikelite Panel
I—National B-l> S.L..r. tuning unit
1—National B-D H.F. unit
2—National linpetlafornierH It-type..
I—Kail fall Amperite 6V-100
li—No. 100 Araitco Nocketn
3—No. 50 l>aven mount in kh
I—5-meicohm l>aven rewintor
1—l-meffohm l>aven reHUtor
—0.1-meicohm Haven reaUtor
I—Type 610 O l>ublller mlradon
0.00025
1—Type 640 G Hubiller micadon
0.001

t)uuntlty
Deacrlption
1—0.1 mfd. llublller by-poAM conilenaer
10—Kby K n h i k n enieraved bindinc
ponts
1—Kleetrud or 4Valbert filament control nHTteh
1—Kleetrad open eircuit Jack
2—Klei!rail or Pacenl :U)-ohm rheoHttttM
I—Walbert Imlaneinir condenaer
11 ft. No. 4-21-40 R.F. copper euble. .
1—lenKtb No. 7 varnlabed tubing:..
40 ft. Wlrlt (2 colls)
56 6 It laifttlteN
6—Durrant terminal pillar aupport*.
10—H-ln. 6-32 F.H. lacquered screws.
30—%-ln. 6-32 K.II. nickelled screws.
6—Mt-I»>. 0-32 K.II. nickelled screws. .
20—^h-Ih. 6-32 K.II. nickelled screws.
20—6-32 .041 nickelled nuts
10—Durrant soldering Iur*

Price
W.35
22.50
11.00
1.00
3 0O
1.05
JS0
.50
2.25
.50
.45

Price
1.50
.40
.25
2.50
1.25
.25
.15
.50
1.00
1.H0
.15
.30
.05
.20
.20
.10

Buy the Complete Kit and Save Money
KB-8 parts, as listed above, everything necessary to build the set,
shipped prepaid east of the Mississippi
$39.50
Note: To assure safe delivery add 10c for insurance. Add 50c west
of Mississippi.
D V" _ 1

If you want a less expensive set of equal tone quality,
build the RX-1. Complete kit, panels drilled and engraved, every item included
$32.50
D-21 Sod ion, $5.00 New Donle Detector Tube $5.00
Donle tubes, now in full produt'tion, can be used interchangeably with the
D-21 Sodion, assuring you against shortage.

DURRANT

RADIO, Ltd.

T-52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York City
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The AmcrTran
DcLuxels made in
two types, ■ first
and second stage.
Price, either type.
$10.00.
y\ llcw Standard uf Excellence
in Audio Amplification
The realism of this new audio transformer
is outstanding. Realism of this kind results
from the uniform amplification of the fundamental tones of the lower register. The
AmcrTranDeLuxemakcspossiblcthenatural reproduction of not only the Overtones,
hutull of the transmitted Fundamental tones.
AmerTran
Power
Transformer
type PF-45,
Price $15.00.
type PF-52.
Price $18.00.

The AmerChoke
type854 is a choke
coil or impedance
of general utility.
Price $6.00.

Jewell Elec'l Inst. Co.
A Qood Audio Amplifier
Requires enough plate and grid bias voltage
on its tubes to prevent them from being
overloaded by the signal voltage.
The AmerTran PF-45 or PF-52 with the
half wave high voltage rectifying tubes now
available and suitable condensers and resistances—together with threeAmerChokes
Type 854 will furnish these proper voltages.
This combination will give real quality
loudspeaker volume. AmerTran PowerTransformers also supply A. C. filament current
for the last audio tube.

Karas Elec. Co
Munn & Co
National Carbon Co
National Co., Inc
Norden-Hauck, Inc
Radiall Co
Radio Corp. of America
Radio Patents Corp

AmerTran Audio
Transformers type
AF6 (turn Ratio 5)
and AF7 (turn ratio
34)
the leaders
in their class.
Price,
either type, $5.00.

S-C Merchandising Co
Samson Elec. Co
Silver-Marshall. Inc
Sleeper, M. B. Inc
Stevens & Co., Wm

Write for booklet descrihing these and other
AmerTran Products—with recommendations
on their use. It's free on request. All prices
arc F. O. B. Newark, N. J.
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
178 Emmet Street, Newark, N. J.
" Tram former builders for ovtr twenty-five years"
Sold Only at Authorired AmerTran Dealers.

Union Radio Corp
Walbcrt Mfg. Co
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NEW
SM TYPE 316 LOW
LOSS CONDENSER
Double
bearing
lype tuppllrd
with
pcrmanrnt
finish brass
pialiw. Sutor
Mclion placed rigidly In
U-shaped, two
die cant
frame
carrying
adjusiablc
cone*. ro*or bearings
Spwrlal
feature
permlu
ganging any numf»er of
condensers one In-hind another for single control
dial.
Providedholefor single
or double
panel
mounting and two hole
base mounting.
Price
15.79

Radion
protects
the
circuit

UNIVERSAL
VERNIER DIAL
Composed of black hakeliie
dial housing encloalng reeerslble, ceHuIold-flnlstaed
Indicator plate marked off
to half-degree dlrlslona.
Hatlo. 14.5 to 1. Absolutely without backlash
due to automatic friction
takeup. Flta any condenser—left or right—half
or full turn movement.
Price
$2.50
See SM Products at Your Dealers or Send for
Circulars
SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.
108 S. Wabaah Ave.
CHICAGO

IT IS not enough that
a m a t e ri a 1 shall
mould easily and look
well. Insulating values
are quite as essential to
good radio engineering
practice.
RADION offers the
greatest possible insulating protection—consequently you get the
least possible leaks and
losses.
We have three large
factories where this
work goes on in great
volume — a dependable
source of supply and a
dependable product.

"■ new S-Tube Set
with all the power
and none of the
(rlef of the Supers" — so wrote
Henry M. Neely,
Kdltor of Radio In
the Home. Philadelphia.

American Hard rubber
COMPANY
Dept. M N II
11 Mercer Street, New York City

Gef This Book
Write today (or this big fascinating
32-page booklet which tells how you
can build the truly amazing new
QUADRAFORMER receiver. Based
on a new radio principle, five tubes
give remarkable results.
Enclose lOo and you'll
have it by return mail

TRadion
she Supreme Insulation

Gearhart-Schlueter Radio Corp'n
717 Voorman Avenue, Krr.no, California
141

Buyer's

Guide

„:rJLy

Braaa and Copper

Felt

/naulation. Moulded (Cont.)

AMERICAN BRASS CO.
Sheet and Rod
Waterbury, Conn.

AMERICAN FELT CO.
213 Congress St.
Boston, Mass.

BOONTON RUBBER CO.
Boonton
New Jersey

Hardware

M. M. FLERON & SON, INC.
Trenton
New Jersey

BROWN. STRICKLER
AMD BROWN. INC
Radio Mast Equipment
108 N. Jefferson SL — Chicago. 111.

INSULATING CO. OF AMERICA
(Radio Panel & Parts Co.)
Insulin aitd Rakelite Panels
Plain, Drilled and F.ngraved
Sub-Panels
Elch-O-Gravure and Other Methods
of Panel Decorations
Insulin Bldg.,
59 Warren St.
New York, N. Y.
Branches in Principal Cities

COPPER AMD BRASS
RESEARCH ASSN.
25 Broadway
New York
Cabinet a
EHLERT CABINET COMPANY
Waukesha
Wisconsin

ROBERT H. KIMES
B-K Mast Fittings
907A Schwind Bldg. Dayton, O.

ELGIN PHONO CABINET
COMPANY
West Chicago St
Elgin, III.

HAYDON amd FENTON
Angle Brackets, Screws,
Nuts, Mounting Pillars
73 Warren St.
New York City

EXPRESS BODY CO.
44 Lake St.
Crystal Lake, 111.

JOHN MUCHER
109 Lafayette Street
New York City

JORDAN CABINET
CORPORATION
Tel. Sunset 4453
Brooklyn, N. Y.
STANDARD PIANO
BENCH MFG. CO.
1221 West Lake St. Chicago, III.
THE UDELL WORKS. INC.
28th St. at Barnes Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Caatinga, Die
DOEHLER DIE CASTING
COMPANY
Brooklyn, N. Y.
MARF MACHINERY
and
DIE CASTING CO.
149 41st St.
Brooklyn. N. Y. Tel. Sunset 9108

PARKER-KALON CORP.
Hardened Metallic
Drive Screws
352 West 13th St.
New York
EDWIN B. STIMPSON CO.
68 Franklin Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
/naulation, Claaa
CORNING GLASS WORKS
Corning, N. Y.

HARD RUBBER PUNCHED
GOODS CO.
150 Mulberry St. Newark. N. J.
Laequera
EGYPTIAN LACQUER
COMPANY
90 West St.
New York City
HILO CRYSTAL COMPANY
1 Gerry St
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Loud Speahera
MARON MFG. CO.
Loud Speakers, Loops, Post and
Standard Sises, Cabinets
519 W. 45th St.. New York, N. Y.
Machinery

/naulation. Moulded
AMERICAN INSULATOR
CORP'N.
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York
AUBURN BUTTON WORKS
Auburn, N. Y.

Depll'of-RADIO^ISNGINEEr'/nG0" l'f°'*UCtl

"01'rces of
142

,U

RADIO PRODUCTION CO.
COIL WINDING MACHINES
Tel. Canal 0474
212 Center St.
New York
BRANCH TOOL CO.
ENGRAVING MACHINES
Forestdale
Rhode Island

PP1T no' lilted »bove, write to Buyer'i Service

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BUYER'S

GUIDE

M^ry

Machinery (Cont.)

Panels, Composition

Stampings, Metal

HOFFMAN TYPE and
ENGRAVING CO.
ENGRAVING MACHINES
114 E. 13th St.
New York

POSTER St CO., INC
Drilling, Engraving, Decorating
Genuine Bakelile
New York
Chicago
28 Barclay St
721 Fulton St.

PATTON-MACGUYER CO.
Providence,
Rhode Island

RALPH KENNEDY
SAWS AND JOINTERS
CIRCULAR SAWS AND FILES
111 No. 7th St.
Phila., Pa.

FORMICA INSULATION CO.
50 Church St.
New York City

EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
TUBE MACHINERY
Newark
"
New Jersey
HENRY PRENTISS CO.. INC.
SECOND HAND MACHINERY
149 Broadway
New York City
Magnets, Permanent
D. K. BULLENS CO.
Hoi Forged Radio
Magnets
Pottstown
Pennsylvania
THOMAS & SKINNER STEEL
PRODUCTS CO.
Empire Si Harmon Sts.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Mica
STORRS MICA CO.
Owego, N. Y.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
AND MFG. CO.
Micarta Panels
and Insulation
ISO B'way
New York City

KELSO NATIONAL MINING
COMPANY
Pure Steel Galena
Crystal Ore
Georgetown
Colorado
Packing Materials
ROBERT GAIR CO.
Cardboard Cartons, Boxes,
etc.—All Types
Brooklyn, N. Y.
PEQUOT MFG. CO.
Specialist in Radio
Packing Materials
Long Island City
New York

RANGE COMPANY
Combination
Radio Pliers
86 Church St.
New York

Panels, Metal

SMITH and HEMENWAY
RED DEVIL Pliers
Wrenches. Screwdrivers, etc.
260 Broadway
New York City

CROWE NAMEPLATE Si
MFG. CO.
Quality Etched Metal
Panels and Nameplates
1749 Grace St.
Chicago, 111.

ADROIT TOOL CO.
Soldering Irons
All types
14 Front St
New York

ETCHED PRODUCTS CO.
90 Tenth St.
Long Island City
New York
Patents
PATENTS
Write for free hook
MUNN &. CO.
JimduUd dnu 1846 wilh ike
Amtrlian
648 Wool worth Bldg., New York City
537 Scientific American Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
1326 Tower Building, Chicago, 111.
638 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco. Cal.
549 Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Resistance Paper

Ore, Crystal

Tools

M. O MEARA CO.
Tel. Worth 0051
452 Pearl St.
New York
Screw Machine Products
COMMERCIAL SCREW MACH.
PRODUCTS CO.
423 Broome St.
New York City
WM. STEINEN 4 CO.
Tel. Market 9077
297 Washington St., Newark. N. J.
Spaghetti Tubing
MITCHELL-RAND CO.
18 Vesey St.
New York City
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STEVENS 4 COMPANY
SP1NTITE
WRENCHES
For Round and Hexagonal Nuts
373 Broadway
New York
HAMMACHER & SCHLEMMER
COMPANY
Every Kind of Tool for Radio
Fourth Ave.
New York City
Wire
Antenna
Bus Bar
Magnet
Annunciator
Lilz
Loop Aerial
l.ead in
Guy
Flexible Silk
Detector
CORNISH WIRE CO.
30 Church St.
New York City
JAS. GOLDMARK
All types «/ wire for radio use
Sole Manufacturers of
WIRIT
83 Warren St.
New York
STRAND—Antennae (slain or enameled)
—Double Galvanized.
WIRE—Antennae (plain or enameled)
Conneetlns and Ground (Rubber) covered, braided or plain.
BUS BAR—Ulzendrabt-Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).
JOHN A. RUEBI.INO SON'S CO.
Trenton, N. J.

It denotes the genuine

Look for this mark

m^

''

-

J

SfeJj '■ - ■.

This Year
makers of quality radio receivers everywhere may avail themselves of the proven efficiency and undeniable economy afforded by
Crowe Metal Panels
Dependable deliveries—
A wide range of beautiful finishes—
Panels supplied completely drilled and decorated,
ready to assemble—
An educated radio public, fully acquainted with the
technical advantages of metal panels and shielding—

-

—all these, and many equally forceful reasons, combine to make Crowe
panels the logical paneling medium for progressive set builders. Now is
the time to investigate, before you go into production with your new
models. Perhaps we can make suggestions that will mean big savings.
Crowe Name Plate & Manufacturing Co.
1749 Grace Street « Chicago

s
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A

REAL

CIRCUIT—

Quality

Parts

and reasonably good

Workmanship
B-T
"An ideal combination!'
Torostyu FOR
EASY YY!R!N6
PAT. Nor, tO. 1925
The
II TforToroslylr
illurtrstrd sbore ws«
RlBned
the
snd deIts
Krvatest efflcU-ncyCouucerpha.ie
In obtained circuit
when used
la
this
circuit.
.Not
merely
another
torold
but
a carefully designed Inductance.
Made
three0thalylcs,
for a Tuning*
jpeciflc
purpose.In Pee
editioneach
of 'llelter
for
complete
Information.
Sent
on
receipt
of
10c In stamps or coin.
YOU CAN

you'll say. Surely you would
build a receiver if you could
get the REAL circuit and the
quality parts.

GET THEM! —

The real circuit ia the COUNTERPHASE. the product of the inventor
of the famous Nameless circuit. Thousands of testimonial letters received attest the Counterphase superiority.
The quality parts are available in kit form. The B-T reputation was
built up largely on the high quality of their parts. It is our greatest
desire to maintain the high standard established at the beginning.
Reasonably good workmanship that's up to you. You'd be surprised.
though, how easy it is to build the Counterphase—not at all complicated
—in fact, the 9-color, full size wiring diagram makes it ridiculously
simple to assemble the set. Drilled and engraved panels are available
(not included in kit).
Don't delay—start now to build that Counterphase and experience a
new thrill in radio.
No. 6 Kit for 6 lube sets, $38.00. No. 5 Kit for 5 tube sets. $28.50.
For best results use B-T Products throughout: Euhponic Audio Transformers. Universal Sockets and B-T Tuning Controls—
"This six tube set is highly selective—Counterphase Receiver has sood
range and volume also and can be used on fifteen foot indoor aerial. f-rom
Popular Mechanics, February, 1926.
Just Out! "Better Tuning"
9th edition—chock full of information and hook-up».
Bristling with straight to-thc-point facts on radio.
Get acquainted with the latest. Send 10c in stamps
or coin.

BREMER-TULLY
532 SO. CANAL ST.

MFG.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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